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Mechanics of Forming and EstimatingDynamic Linear EconomiesEvan W. Anderson, Lars Peter Hansen,Ellen R. McGrattan and Thomas J. Sargent
1. IntroductionThis paper describes recent advances for rapidly and accurately solving matrix Ric-cati and Sylvester equations and applies them to devise e�cient computational methodsfor solving and estimating dynamic linear economies. The paper surveys the most promis-ing solution methods available and compares their speed and accuracy for some particulareconomic examples. Except for the simplest dynamic linear models, it is necessary to com-pute solutions numerically. In estimation contexts, computation speed is important becauseclimbing a likelihood function can require that a model be solved many times. We describemethods that are faster than direct iterations on the Riccati equation and are more reliablethan solutions based on eigenvalue-eigenvector decompositions of the state-costate evolutionequation. Our survey of these methods draws heavily on Anderson (1978), Gardiner andLaub (1986), Golub, Nash and Van Loan (1979), Laub (1979, 1991), and Pappas, Laub andSandell (1980).This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 decomposes the optimal linear regulatorinto sub-problems that are more e�cient to solve and describes classes of economic problemsthat give rise to such problems. Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 describe recent algorithms for solvingthese sub-problems. Section 7 extends the range of the basic algorithms to the domain of\distorted economies" whose equilibria do not correspond to solutions of optimum problems.Section 8 describes three particular economic models, one of which is the cattle cycle modelof Rosen, Murphy and Scheinkman (1994). Section 9 uses each of these models as contextsfor speed and accuracy comparisons of alternative algorithms. Sections 10 and 11 brieydescribe innovations representations and recursive computation of Gaussian likelihood func-tions. Two appendices (A and B) provide formulas for computing derivatives of a Gaussianlikelihood with respect to a set of unknown parameters governing the tastes, technology,and information ows of our economic models. These formulas, which build directly fromthe work of Zadrozny (1988, 1989), are designed to make numerical search algorithms formaximizing a likelihood function more reliable and to assist in making statistical inferencesabout the parameters of interest. Section 12 uses these formulas to estimate Rosen, Murphy,and Scheinkman's model.
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2. Control ProblemsIn this section, we pose three optimal control problems. We begin with a problem closeto the much studied time-invariant deterministic optimal linear regulator problem. We labelthis problem the deterministic regulator problem. We then consider two progressively moregeneral problems.The �rst generalization introduces forcing sequences or \uncontrollable states" into thedeterministic regulator problem. While this generalization is also a deterministic regulatorproblem, there are computational gains to exploiting the a priori knowledge that somecomponents of the state vector are uncontrollable. We refer to this generalization as theaugmented regulator problem. As we will see, a convenient �rst step for solving an augmentedregulator problem is to solve a corresponding deterministic regulator problem in which theforcing sequence is \zeroed out." In other words, we obtain a piece of the solution to theaugmented regulator problem by initially solving a problem with a smaller number of statevariables.The second generalization introduces, among other things, discounting and uncertaintyinto the augmented regulator problem. We refer to the resulting problem as the discountedstochastic regulator problem. Using well known transformations of the state and controlvectors, we show how to convert this problem into a corresponding undiscounted augmentedregulator problem without uncertainty. Therefore, while our original problem is a discountedstochastic regulator problem, we solve it by �rst solving a deterministic regulator problemwith a smaller number of state variables, then solving a corresponding augmented regulatorproblem, and �nally using this latter solution to construct the solution to the original problemin the manner described below.2.1. Deterministic Regulator ProblemChoose a control sequence fvtg to maximize� 1Xt=0(vt0Rvt + yt0Qyyyt);subject to yt+1 = Ayyyt +Byvt1Xt=0(jvtj2 + jytj2) <1: (2:1)This control problem is a standard time-invariant, deterministic optimal linear regulatorproblem with one modi�cation. We have added a stability condition, (2:1), that is absent inthe usual formulation. This stability condition plays a central role in at least one importantclass of dynamic economic models: permanent income models. More will be said about thesemodels subsequently. In these models, the stability condition can be viewed as an in�nitehorizon counterpart to a terminal condition on the capital stock.Following the literature on the time-invariant optimal linear regulator problem, weimpose the following:De�nition: The pair (Ayy ; By) is stabilizable if y0By = 0 and y0Ayy = �y0 for some complexnumber � and some complex vector y implies that j�j < 1 or y = 0.Assumption 1: (Ayy; By) is stabilizable.Stabilizability is equivalent to the existence of a time-invariant control law that stabilizesthe state (see Anderson and Moore, 1979, Appendix C). For our applications, it can often2



be veri�ed by showing that a trivial control law, such as setting investment equal to zero,achieves this stability.In solving this problem, we are primarily interested in speci�cations for which all of thestate variables are \endogenous," and hence the following stronger restriction is met:De�nition: The pair (Ayy; By) is controllable if y0By = 0 and y0Ayy = �y0 for some complexnumber � and some complex vector y implies that y is zero.When (Ayy; By) is controllable, starting from an initialization of zero, the state vector canattain any arbitrary value in a �nite number of time periods by an appropriate setting ofthe controls (see Anderson and Moore, 1979, Appendix C).1 For this reason, we can thinkof a state vector sequence with evolution equation governed by a pair (Ayy; By) that iscontrollable as being an endogenous state vector sequence.While Assumption 1 gives us a nonempty constraint set, it is still possible that thesupremum of the objective is not attained. We assume the following:Assumption 2: The matrix Qyy is positive semide�nite, and the matrix R is positive de�nite.Among other things, this concavity assumption puts an upper bound of zero on the crite-rion function. Therefore, the supremum is �nite (and nonpositive). We require that thesupremum is attained.Assumption 3: There exists a solution to the deterministic regulator problem for each ini-tialization of y0.A commonly used su�cient condition in the control theory literature for there to exist asolution is detectability. Factor Qyy = DyDy 0.De�nition: The pair (Ayy; Dy) is detectable if D0yy = 0 and Ayyy = �y for some complexnumber � and some complex vector y implies that j�j < 1 or y = 0.When the pair (Ayy ; Dy) is detectable, it is optimal to choose a control sequence thatstabilizes the state vector. In this case, the solution to the control problem is the same with orwithout the stability constraint (2:1). However, as we mentioned previously, for permanentincome models the stability constraint is essential for obtaining an interpretable solution tothe problem. For these models, detectability is too strong of a condition to impose. Chan,Goodwin and Sin (1984) give a weaker su�cient condition for there to exist a solution (see(iii) of Theorem 3.10). In context of a continuous-time formulation, Hansen, Heaton andSargent (1991) proposed a very similar su�cient condition for stabilizable systems basedon a spectral representation of the deterministic regulator problem. Unfortunately, theseconditions may be tedious to check in practice. Some of the solution algorithms we surveybelow could in principle be modi�ed to detect a violation of Assumption 3.A su�cient condition for convergence of one of the solution algorithms that we surveybelow is that the pair (Ayy ; Dy) be observable:De�nition: The pair (Ayy; Dy) is observable if Dy 0y = 0 and Ayyy = �y for some complexnumber � and some complex vector y implies that y = 0.Clearly, observability is stronger than detectability. Moreover, observability is guaranteedwhen the matrix Qyy is nonsingular. When the pair (Ayy; Dy) is observable, the valuefunction associated with the deterministic regulator problem is strictly concave in the statevector y (Caines and Mayne 1970, 1971).1 This is one of �ve equivalent characterizations of reachability given in Appendix Cof Anderson and Moore (1979). However, many other control theorists take one of thesecharacterizations as the de�nition of controllability. For instance, see Kwakernaak and Sivan(1972) and Caines (1988). We choose to follow this latter convention.3



The solution to the deterministic regulator problem takes the formvt = �Fyytfor some feedback matrix Fy. Stability constraint (2:1) guarantees that the eigenvalues ofAyy �ByFy have absolute values that are strictly less than one because the state evolutionequation when the optimal control is imposed is given byyt+1 = (Ayy �ByFy)yt:2.2. Augmented Regulator ProblemChoose a control sequence fvtg to maximize� 1Xt=0(vt0Rvt + yt0Qyyyt + 2yt0Qyzzt);subject to � yt+1zt+1 � = �Ayy Ayz0 Azz � � ytzt �+ �By0 � vt1Xt=0(jvtj2 + jytj2) <1:We have modi�ed the linear regulator problem by including the exogenous forcing se-quence fztg. The presumption here is that this partitioning may occur naturally in thespeci�cation of the original control problem. Of course, as is well known in the controltheory literature, we could always transform an original state vector into controllable anduncontrollable components. Constructing this transformation, however, can be di�cult todo in a numerically reliable way. In the next section we will display a class of optimal re-source allocation problems associated with dynamic economies for which zt contains a vectorof taste and technology shifters. By assumption, this component of the state vector cannotbe inuenced by a control vector such as the level of investment.For the augmented regulator problem to be well posed, we require that the forcingsequence be stable:Assumption 4: The eigenvalues of Azz have absolute values that are strictly less than one.The solution to the deterministic regulator problem gives us a piece of the solution tothe augmented regulator problem. More precisely, the solution to the augmented problem isvt = �Fyyt � Fzzt;where the matrix Fy is the same as in the solution to the regulator problem for whichthe forcing sequence fztg is zeroed out. Consequently, our solution methods entail �rstcomputing Fy by solving a deterministic regulator problem of lower dimension and thencomputing Fz given Fy.
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2.3. Discounted Stochastic Regulator ProblemLet fFt : t = 0; 1; :::g denote an increasing sequence of sigma algebras (information sets)de�ned on an underlying probability space. We presume the existence of a \building block"process of conditionally homoskedastic martingale di�erences fwt : t = 1; 2; :::g, which obeysAssumption 5: The process fwt : t = 1; 2; :::g satis�es(i) E(wt+1jFt) = 0;(ii) E(wt+1wt+10jFt) = I:The discounted stochastic regulator problem is to choose a control process futg, adapted tofFtg, to maximize �E 1Xt=0 �t [ut0 xt0 ] � R WW 0 Q � �utxt � ���� F0! ;subject to xt+1 = Axt +But + Cwt+1E 1Xt=0 �t(jutj2 + jxtj2) ���� F0! <1:The state vector xt is taken to be the composite of the endogenous and exogenous statevariables. Let Uy = [I 0] be a matrix that selects the endogenous state vector Uyxt andUz = [0 I ] be a matrix that selects the exogenous state vector Uzxt for an optimizationproblem with discounting. To justify our partitioning, the matrix A is restricted to satisfyUzAUy 0 = 0, and the matrix B is restricted to satisfy UzB = 0. Notice that in additionto incorporating discounting and uncertainty, the discounted stochastic regulator includescross-product terms between controls and states, which are absent in the augmented controlproblem.We now apply a standard trick for converting a discounted stochastic regulator problemto an augmented regulator problem. Using the well known certainty equivalence propertyof stochastic linear regulator problems, we zero out the uncertainty without altering theoptimal control law. That is, we are free to set the matrix C to zero and instead solve theresulting deterministic control problem. We eliminate discounting and cross-product termsbetween states and controls by using the transformationsyt = �t=2Uyxt; zt = �t=2Uzxt; vt = �t=2(ut +R�1Wxt):As is evident from these formulas, we have absorbed the discounting directly into the con-struction of the transformed state and control vectors. In addition, the cross-product matrixW is folded into the construction of the transformed control vector. We are left with a ver-sion of the augmented regulator problem with the following matrices:�Ayy Ayz0 Azz � = �1=2(A�BR�1W ); By = �1=2UyB;� Qyy QyzQyz 0 Qzz � = Q�W 0R�1W: (2:2)Assumptions 1 - 4 are imposed on the constructed matrices on the left-hand side of the equalsigns in (2:2).As before, write the solution to the augmented regulator problem asvt = �Fyyt � Fzzt:5



Then the solution to the discounted stochastic regulator problem isut = �Fxt;where F = �FyFz �+R�1W:Also as before, the matrix Fy can be computed by solving the corresponding deterministicregulator problem with the forcing sequence zeroed out. In subsequent sections we willdescribe methods for computing Fy and Fz .In macroeconomics, the discounted stochastic regulator problem is often obtained in thefashion of Kydland and Prescott (1982), who use it to replace a nonlinear-quadratic problem.Thus consider the nonquadratic optimization problem: choose an adapted (to fFtg) controlprocess futg to maximize �E 1Xt=0 �tr(ut; xt) ���� F0! ; (2:3)subject to xt+1 = Axt +But + Cwt+1:Here r is not required to be a quadratic function of ut and xt. When the associated con-straints are nonlinear, sometimes we can substitute the nonlinear constraints into the crite-rion function to obtain a problem of the form of (2:3). Kydland and Prescott (1982) simplyreplace the function r by a quadratic form in [ut0 xt0 ]0 as required for the discountedstochastic regulator problem, where the quadratic function is designed to \approximate" rwell near a particular value for the state vector.2 In the next subsection, we describe adi�erent approach where, by design, the initial optimal resource allocation problem can bedirectly converted into a discounted stochastic regulator problem.2.4. A Class of Linear-Quadratic EconomiesWe will consider several numerical examples that are members of a class of economiesused by Hansen (1987) and Hansen and Sargent (1994). As in the discounted stochasticregulator problem, there is an exogenous information vector zt governed byẑt+1 = Âzz ẑt + Ĉzwt+1; (2:4)where fwtg satis�es Assumption 5, and Azz � p�Âzz satis�es Assumption 4. The vectorẑt determines a time t preference shock bt and a time t endowment shock dt viadt = Ud ẑtbt = Ub ẑt: (2:5)A representative household has preferences ordered by�(1=2)E 1Xt=0 �t(jst � btj2 + jgtj2) ���� F0! ; (2:6)2 While Kydland and Prescott (1982) apply an ad hoc global approximation to r inwhich the range of approximation is adapted to the amount of underlying uncertainty, manysubsequent researchers have instead simply used a local Taylor series approximation aroundsome \nonstochastic" steady state produced by shutting down all randomness in the model.Kydland and Prescott (1982) note that for the range of uncertainty they considered, thetwo methods gave similar answers. 6



where gt is a vector of labor-using intermediate activities (designed to capture generalizedadjustment costs), and st is a vector of household services produced at time t via thehousehold technology st = �ht�1 +�ct;ht = �hht�1 +�hct: (2:7)In (2:7), ht is a vector of stocks of household durable goods at t; ct is a vector of consumptionows, and �; �; �h; �h are matrices. There is a constant returns to scale productiontechnology �cct +�iit +�ggt = �kt�1 + dt;kt = �kkt�1 +�kit; (2:8)where kt is a vector of capital goods used in production, it is a vector of investment goods,and �k is a matrix.3 Hansen and Sargent (1994) describe a competitive equilibrium for thiseconomy. Associated with the competitive equilibrium is a social planning problem, namely,to maximize (2:6) over choices of contingency plans for fst; ct; it; gt; kt; htg1t=0 (adapted pro-cesses) subject to (2:4), (2:5), (2:7), and (2:8) with given initializations for (z0; h�1; k�1).To map this problem into the notation of the previous section, we letxt � 24ht�1kt�1ẑt 35 :We view the �rst two components of the state vector to be endogenous and the third com-ponent to be exogenous. The control vector ut can be chosen to be investment it when thematrix � � [ �c �g ] is nonsingular because in this case4� ctgt � = ��1(�kt�1 + Udẑt ��iit): (2:9)Using this relation, the constraints (2:7) and (2:8) can be rewrittenxt+1 = Axt +But + Cwt+1for appropriately chosen matrices A;B;C. The matrix A is block triangular and the bottomrow block of B is zero as required for the discounted stochastic regulator problem. Moreover,using (2:9) and (2:7), the time t terms jst�btj2 and jgtj2 in the objective function (2:6) of thesocial planner both can be expressed as quadratic forms in the control it and the augmentedstate xt. Therefore, the social planner's problem is a discounted stochastic regulator problem.In permanent income economies, stability of the state vector process is not obtainedautomatically as an implication of optimality. An example of such an economy is one witha single consumption and capital good and no labor-using intermediate activities. Thecounterpart to equation (2:9) is ct = �kt�1 + Udẑt � it:We constrain the subjective discount factor to be the reciprocal of the physical return tocapital: � = 1�+�k : In the absence of a stability constraint, the solution to the resultingcontrol problem does not \stabilize" the capital stock sequence because the sequence ofcapital stocks often diverges to minus in�nity at a rate not even dominated by 1p� . This3 Under the constant returns to scale interpretation, dt is taken as an additional \input"available in �xed supply.4 When � is singular, the control vector can be augmented to include some of the com-ponents of consumption or the labor-using intermediate activities.7



solution to the control problem is not interesting. Therefore, we impose stability as anadditional constraint, with the consequence that the solution to the resulting in�nite-horizoncontrol problem is equal to the limit of the solutions to a sequence of corresponding �nite-horizon problems, each of which has a zero restriction imposed on the terminal capital stock.
3. Solving the Deterministic Linear Regulator ProblemIn this section we describe ways to solve for the matrix Fy. Recall that this matrix hasa double role. First, it gives the control law for a particular deterministic regulator problem.More importantly for us, it also gives a piece of the solution to the discounted stochasticregulator problem.In describing methods for computing Fy, it is convenient to work with the state-costateequations associated with the LagrangianL = � 1Xt=0[y0tQyyyt + v0tRvt + 2�t+10(Ayyyt +Byvt � yt+1)]: (3:1)First-order necessary conditions for the maximization of L with respect to fvtg1t=0 andfytg1t=0 are vt : Rvt +By 0�t+1 = 0; t � 0 (3:2)yt : �t = Qyyyt +Ayy 0�t+1; t � 0: (3:3)To obtain a composite state-costate evolution equation, solve (3:2) for vt, substitute thesolution into the state evolution equation, and stack the resulting equation and (3:3) andwrite the state-costate evolution equation asL � yt+1�t+1 � = N � yt�t � ; (3:4)where L � � I ByR�1By 00 Ayy 0 � ; N � � Ayy 0�Qyy I � :There is also a continuous-time counterpart to this system given by�DytD�t � = H � yt�t � ; (3:5)where H � � Ayy �ByR�1B0y�Qyy �Ayy0 � : (3:6)Equation (3:5) is the state-costate equation corresponding to the continuous-time regula-tor problem with criterion � R10 [y(t)0Qyyy(t) + u(t)0Ru(t)]dt and law of motion Dy(t) =Ayyy(t)+Byu(t); where D is the time-di�erentiation operator. We describe several methodsfor solving equations (3:4) and (3:5). Formally, we will devote most of our attention to thediscrete-time system (3:4). As we will see, methods designed for solving the continuous-timesystem (3:5) can be adapted easily to solve the discrete-time system (3:4), and conversely.The solution to (3:4) of interest to us is the one that stabilizes the state-costate vectorsequence for any initialization y0. Since we have transformed the state vector to eliminatediscounting, we impose stability in the form of square summability:1Xt=0 ��� � yt�t � ���2<1; (3:7)8



for the discrete-time system (3:4). (We impose the analogous square integrability restrictionon the continuous-time system (3:5)).One way to ascertain the solution to the deterministic regulator problem is to �nd aninitial costate vector expressed as a function of the initial state vector y0 that guaranteesthe stability of system (3:4) or (3:5). The initialization of the costate vector takes the form�0 = Pyy0 and is replicated over time. Substituting Pyyt for �t into (3:4), we �nd that(I +ByR�1By 0Py)yt+1 = AyyytAyy 0Pyyt+1 = �Qyyyt + Pyyt: (3:8)It is straightforward to verify that(I + ByR�1By 0Py)�1 = I �By(R+ By0PyBy)�1B0yPy: (3:9)Solving the �rst equation in (3:8) for yt+1yt+1 = (Ayy �ByFy)yt; (3:10)where Fy � (R +By 0PyBy)�1B0yPyAyy: (3:11)Premultiplying (3:10) by A0yyPy givesA0yyPyyt+1 = (A0yyPyAyy �A0yyPyByFy)yt: (3:12)For the right-hand side of equation (3:12) to agree with the right-hand side of the secondequation of (3:8) for any initialization y0, it must be thatPy = Qyy +A0yyPyAyy �A0yyPyBy(R+B0yPyBy)�1B0yPyAyy= Qyy + (Ayy �ByFy)0Py(Ayy �ByFy) + Fy 0RFy ; (3:13)which is the familiar Riccati equation. In other words, the matrix Py used to set the initialcondition on the costate vector is also a solution to the Riccati equation (3:13). With thisinitialization, the costate relation �t = Pyyt holds for all t � 0. Finally, it follows from(3:10) that this state-costate solution is implemented by the control law vt = �Fyyt:The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In the �rst subsection, we initiallyconsider the case in which the matrix Ayy is nonsingular. While this case is studied forpedagogical simplicity, it is also of interest in its own right. In the second subsection,we then treat the more general case in which Ayy can be singular. As emphasized byPappas, Laub and Sandell (1980), singularity in Ayy occurs naturally in dynamic systemswith delays. One of our example economies used in our numerical experiments has a singularmatrix Ayy. Finally, in the third subsection we study the continuous-time counterpart tothe deterministic regulator problem. We describe an alternative solution method and showhow to convert a discrete-time regulator problem into a continuous-time regulator with thesame relation between optimally chosen state and co-state vectors. We defer the discussionof the numerical algorithms used for implementing these methods until the next section.
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3.1. Nonsingular AyyWhen the matrix Ayy is nonsingular, we can solve (3:4) for � yt+1�t+1 �:� yt+1�t+1 � =M � yt�t � ; (3:14)where M � L�1N = �Ayy +ByR�1B0yA0yy�1Qyy �ByR�1B0yA0yy�1�A0yy�1Qyy A0yy�1 � : (3:15)We �nd the matrix Py by locating the stable invariant subspace of the matrix M .De�nition: An invariant subspace of a matrix M is a linear space C of possibly complexvectors for which MC = C:Invariant subspaces are constructed by taking linear combinations of eigenvectors of M . Astable invariant subspace is one for which the corresponding eigenvalues have absolute valuesless than one. To solve the model, we aim to �nd the matrix Py such that � IPy � y is in thestable invariant subspace of M for every n dimensional vector y. We now elaborate on howto compute this subspace.The matrix M has a particular structure that we can exploit in characterizing itseigenvalues. To represent this structure, we introduce a matrix J given byJ � � 0 �II 0 � :Notice that J�1 = J 0 = �J .De�nition: A matrix M is symplectic if MJM 0 = J .It is straightforward to verify that M given by (3:15) is symplectic. It follows thatM 0 = J�1M�1J: (3:16)Therefore, the transpose of M is similar to its inverse. Recall that similar matrices de�nethe same linear transformation but with respect to a di�erent coordinate system. Thus M 0and M�1 share the same eigenvalues. For any matrix M , the eigenvalues of M�1 are thereciprocals of the eigenvalues of M , so it follows that the eigenvalues of a real symplecticmatrix come in reciprocal pairs, and the number of stable eigenvalues cannot exceed thenumber of states n. However, merely requiring M to be symplectic permits there to beeigenvalues with absolute values equal to one, and so we will need an additional argumentto show that there are exactly n stable eigenvalues.To locate the stable invariant subspace of the symplectic matrix M , we follow Laub(1979) and (block) triangularize M : V �1MV =WW = �W11 W120 W22 � ; (3:17)where V is a nonsingular matrix. By construction, the matrices M and W are similar. Thematrix partitions in (3:17) are built to coincide with the number of stable and unstableeigenvalues. In particular, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of W11 are stable.10



A special case of this decomposition is an appropriately ordered Jordan decompositionof M as was used by Vaughan (1970) in developing an invariant subspace algorithm forcomputing Py. Laub (1991) traces this solution strategy back to the 19th century andcredits MacFarlane (1963) and Potter (1966) with introducing it to the control literature.As emphasized by Laub (1991), it is preferable to build algorithms based on other uppertriangular decompositions that are more numerically stable. The Jordan decomposition isparticularly problematic when the symplectic matrix M has eigenvalues with multiplicitiesgreater than one (see also Golub and Wilkinson 1976). In the next section, we describealternative Schur decompositions, which are more reliable numerically.To use this triangularization to calculate Py, apply V �1 to both sides of the stateequation (3:14): y�t+1 =Wy�t ;where y�t = V �1 � yt�t � :This transformation permits us to study asymptotic properties in terms of two smalleruncoupled subsystems. Partition y�t into two blocks with dimensions given by the numberof stable and unstable eigenvalues: y�t � � y�1;ty�2;t � :Then y�2;t+1 =W22y�2;t;and the solution sequence fy�2;tg fails to converge to zero unless it is initialized at zero.Setting y�2;0 at zero can be accomplished by an appropriate initialization of the costatevector, as we now verify.Partition the matrices V and V �1 asV = �V11 V12V21 V22 � ; V �1 = �V 11 V 12V 21 V 22 � :Since V is nonsingular and there exists a (stable) solution to the optimal control problem,we must have V 21yt + V 22�t = 0: (3:18)The rank of the matrix [V 21 V 22 ] equals the number of unstable eigenvalues of M , andthus the rank of its null space must equal the number of stable eigenvalues. For a solutionto exist for every initialization y0 = y, it follows from (3:18) that there must exist a � suchthat V 21y + V 22� = 0:Thus the dimensionality of the null space of [V 21 V 22 ] must also be at least n. Therefore,M has exactly n stable eigenvalues, and the matrix partition V 22 is nonsingular. Solving(3:18) for �t gives �t = �(V 22)�1V 21yt:Consequently, the matrix Py used to initialize the costate vector is given byPy = �(V 22)�1V 21 = V21V11�1; (3:19)where the second equality follows from the fact that the rank of �V11V21 � has rank n, and[V 21 V 22 ]�V11V21 � = 0:
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3.2. Singular AyyWe now extend the solution method to accommodate singularity in Ayy. This methodavoids inverting the L matrix in (3:4). Instead of locating the stable invariant subspace ofM , a deating subspace method �nds the stable deating subspace of the pencil �L�N .De�nition: A pencil �L � N is the family of matrices f�L � Ng indexed by the complexvariable �.De�nition: A deating subspace of the pencil �L�N is the subspace C of complex vectorssuch that the dimension of C is at least as large as the dimension of the sum of the subspacesLC and NC.For the matrices L and N of equation (3:4), it can be veri�ed that the intersection oftheir null spaces contains only the zero vector.5 This ensures us that a generalized eigenvalueproblem is well posed. When a subspace C is deating, there exists a vector x in C thatsolves the generalized eigenvalue problem�Ly = Ny(see Theorem 2.1 in Stewart 1972). Implicitly, we are including the possibility of a solutionwith � = 1, which occurs when y is in the null space of L but not in the null space ofN . As with the previous (invariant subspace) method, the deating subspace of interestfor solving the optimal control problem is the deating subspace associated with the stablestate-costate sequence. The stable deating subspace is the subspace associated with thestable generalized eigenvectors (the eigenvectors associated with generalized eigenvalues withabsolute values strictly less than one.) Hence we solve the model by �nding a matrix Pysuch that � IPy � y is in the stable deating subspace of the pencil �L�N .Recall that when Ayy is nonsingular, the matrix M is symplectic. More generally,system (3:4) is associated with a symplectic pencil.De�nition: A pencil �L�N is symplectic if LJL0 = NJN 0.Pappas, Laub and Sandell (1980, Theorem 4) show that the generalized eigenvalues of thesymplectic pencil (�L�N) come in reciprocal pairs, just as the eigenvalues of M do whenAyy is nonsingular. Hence we again have that the number of stable generalized eigenvaluesis no greater than n. Furthermore, we can imitate our argument in the case in which Ayy isnonsingular to show that there are exactly n stable generalized eigenvalues.6We triangularize the state-costate system (3:4) using the solutions to the generalizedeigenvalue problem. As in Theorem 2.1 of Stewart (1972), there exists a decomposition ofthe pencil �L�N such thatULV = T = �T11 T120 T22 � ; UNV =W = �W11 W120 W22 � ; (3:20)5 See Theorem 3 of Pappas, Laub and Sandell (1980) for the case in which (Ayy; Dy) isdetectable. As we noted previously, the restriction to a detectable system rules out someinteresting economic models. More generally, nonexistence of a common nonzero vectorin the null spaces of N and L can be shown by way of contradiction. Suppose there is acommon nonzero vector in the null space. Then the matrix (I +QyyByR�1B0y) is singular.However, this singularity contradicts Theorem 1 of Kimura (1988).6 Theorems 3 and 4 of Pappas, Laub and Sandell (1980) establish this result when thepair (Ayy; Dy) is detectable. 12



where U and V are unitary matrices and the matrix partitions have the same number, n; ofelements as the number of entries in the state vector yt. Premultiplication of the pencil �L�N by the nonsingular matrix U preserves the solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem,and postmultiplication by V alters the generalized eigenvectors but not the eigenvalues.A consequence of the triangularization is that the solutions to the generalized eigenvalueproblem for the original system are constructed directly from the solutions to the followingtwo smaller problems: �T11~y =W11~y�T22~y =W22~y: (3:21)As with the invariant subspace method, we build the blocks of the triangularization sothat the generalized eigenvalues of the �rst problem in (3:21) satisfy j�j < 1; and for thesecond problem j�j > 1: As a consequence, the span of the �rst n columns of V gives thevectors of the deating subspace we seek. The span of the remaining n columns contains theproblematic initializations of the state-costate vector for which the implied sequence of state-costate vectors diverges exponentially. In addition, it includes the span of the generalizedeigenvectors associated with in�nite eigenvalues. Imitating the solution method when Ayyis nonsingular, we initialize the costate vector as �t = Pyyt, where the matrix Py is againgiven by (3:19).To understand better the nature of this unstable subspace, recall that an eigenvector as-sociated with an in�nite eigenvalue is in the null space of T22. Suppose the triangularizationof L and N is built so that we can further partition the matrices:T22 = �M11 M120 0 �W22 = �O11 O120 O22 � ;where the matrices M11 and O22 are nonsingular. Such a triangularization always exists.Consider solving the following equation recursively for a sequence f~yt+1g; for each t solvefor ~yt+1 given ~yt by using T22~yt+1 =W22~yt:For this equation to have a solution, the second component of ~yt must be zero for all tbecause O22~yt;2 = 0; (3:22)and O22 is nonsingular. In addition to eliminating the nonexistence problem, imposing thisrestriction also resolves the multiplicity problem. Note that the multiplicity problem forthe triangular system is that for a given t, (3:22) does not restrict ~xt+1;2. However, (3:22)applied to time t+ 1 resolves the problem.
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3.3. Continuous-Time SystemsTo conclude this section, we consider solving continuous-time Hamiltonian systems ofthe form (3:5). The de�ning feature of a Hamiltonian matrix is:De�nition: A matrix H is Hamiltonian if JH is symmetric.The matrix H in (3:5), (3:6) clearly satis�es this property. It follows thatH 0 = �JHJ�1;which in turn implies that the matrix H 0 is similar to �H . Consequently, the eigenvaluesof a real Hamiltonian matrix come in pairs that are symmetric about the imaginary axisof the complex plane. The stable eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian matrix are those whose realparts are strictly negative. Similar arguments to those given above guarantee that thereare exactly n stable eigenvalues of H . Therefore, (3:5) can be solved by using an invariantsubspace method and its associated decomposition (3:17), provided that the classi�cationof stable and unstable eigenvalues is modi�ed appropriately.7There is an alternative approach for solving a continuous-time Hamiltonian system.Given a Hamiltonian matrix H , another Hamiltonian matrix G is constructed with thesame stable and unstable invariant subspaces. The matrix G is called the \sign" of thematrix H , and is de�ned as follows. Take the Jordan decomposition of H :H = V ��11 00 �22 �V �1;where �11 is an upper triangular matrix with the eigenvalues of H that have strictly negativereal parts on the diagonals, and �22 is an upper triangular matrix with the eigenvalues ofH that have strictly positive real parts on the diagonals. ThenG = sign(H) � V ��I 00 I �V �1:Thus the sign of a matrix is a new matrix with the same eigenvectors as the original matrixand with eigenvalues replaced by �1 or 1 depending on the signs of the real parts of theoriginal eigenvalues.The matrix Py can be inferred directly from G. To see this, we use an insight fromRoberts (1980). By construction, all of the stable eigenvalues of G are equal to �1. Conse-quently, the matrix Py satis�es the following eigenvalue problem:G � IPy � y = � � IPy � yfor any n dimensional vector y, and the matrix Py solves the a�ne equationG � IPy �+ � IPy � = 0: (3:23)7 Deating subspace methods are not needed for solving the class of continuous-timequadratic control problems considered here because we can form directly the Hamiltonianmatrix and apply an invariant subspace method. However, as we have formulated it, thecontinuous-time problem does not permit systems with �nite gestation lags in making in-vestment goods productive or systems for which consumption services depend on only a�nite interval of past consumptions. 14



This method is implemented by �nding fast ways to compute the \sign" of a matrix.While the matrix sign method is directly applicable for solving continuous-time Hamil-tonian systems, Hitz and Anderson (1972) and Gardiner and Laub (1986) show how to use itto locate deating subspaces of discrete-time systems. Consider the generalized eigenvalueproblem for the symplectic pencil �Ly = N:Then (1 + �)(L�N)y = (1� �)(L+N)y:Since the only common vector in the null space of L and N is zero, we construct the solutionto the eigenvalue problem �y = (L�N)�1(L+N);where � = 1 + �1� �:Consequently, the stability relations (2:1) carry over here as well, and we apply the matrixsign algorithm to (L�N)�1(L+N).It also turns out that (L�N)�1(L+N) is a Hamiltonian matrix, which we can exploitin computation. To verify the Hamiltonian structure, note that(L�N)J(L0 +N 0) = LJL0 �NJN 0 �NJL0 + LJN 0= �NJL0 + LJN 0= NJN 0 � LJL0 �NJL0 + LJN 0= �(L+N)J(L0 �N 0) ;where we have used the fact that �L�N is a symplectic pencil. Therefore,J(L�N)�1(L+N) = (L0 +N 0)(L0 +N 0)�1J(L�N)�1(L+N)= (L0 +N 0)[�(L�N)J(L0 +N 0)]�1(L+N)= (L0 +N 0)[(L+N)J(L0 �N 0)]�1(L+N)= (L0 +N 0)(L0 �N 0)�1J 0;which proves that (L�N)�1(L+N) is a Hamiltonian matrix.In summary, by construction, the stable (unstable) invariant subspace of the Hamilto-nian matrix (L�N)�1(L+N) coincides with the stable (unstable) deating subspace of thesymplectic pencil �L�N . This coincidence permits us to compute the matrix Py used forinitializing the costate vector for the discrete-time system (3:4) by applying a matrix signalgorithm to (L�N)�1(L+N).
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4. Computational Techniques for Solving Riccati EquationsWe consider three types of algorithms for computing Py:(i) Schur algorithm;(ii) doubling algorithm;(iii) matrix sign algorithm.A Schur algorithm is based on locating a stable subspace using a Schur decomposition of thestate-costate system. As we noted in the previous section, once a stable subspace is located,the relevant Riccati equation solution Py is easily computed. There are two versions of aSchur decomposition, depending on whether the matrix Ayy is known to be nonsingular ornot. A Schur decomposition gives a more reliable way of locating stable spaces than thefamiliar Jordan decomposition and its generalization for pencils.A doubling algorithm is an iterative method for speeding up the dynamic programmingRiccati equation iteration by doubling the number of time periods in each iteration. Recallfrom our discussion in the previous section that the stable deating subspace of the pencilf�L�Ng coincides with the invariant subspace of the sign of the matrix (L�N)�1(L+N)associated with the eigenvalue �1. A matrix sign algorithm is an iterative method forcomputing the sign of (L�N)�1(L+N) from which we can recover Py easily.4.1. Schur AlgorithmSuppose the matrix Ayy is nonsingular. As we noted in section 3, the matrix Py can befound by locating the stable invariant subspace of the matrix M given in (3:15). In some ofour numerical calculations, we use what is referred to as a real Schur decomposition of Mto locate its invariant subspace.De�nition: The real Schur decomposition of a real matrixM is an orthogonal matrix V̂ anda real upper block triangular matrix Ŵ such thatV̂ 0MV̂ = Ŵ = 2664 Ŵ11 Ŵ12 : : : Ŵ1m0 Ŵ22 : : : Ŵ2m... . . . . . . ...0 : : : 0 Ŵmm 3775where Ŵii is either a scalar or a 2� 2 matrix with complex conjugate eigenvalues.8A real Schur decomposition is a computationally convenient version of the block triangu-lar decomposition (3:17) used to compute Py when Ayy is nonsingular. Golub and VanLoan(1989) describe how to compute the real Schur decomposition (in particular, see sec-tions 7.4 and 7.5). Recall that the block triangular matrix W in (3:17) results from parti-tioning the eigenvalues into stable and unstable eigenvalues. Algorithms that compute thereal Schur decomposition of a matrix typically do not partition the diagonal blocks of Ŵaccording to stability. Instead, given an arbitrary real Schur decomposition M = V̂ Ŵ V̂ 0,one can use the approaches described in either Bai and Demmel (1993) or Stewart (1976) toconstruct a sequence of orthogonal transformations that reorder the diagonal blocks of Ŵ ;while updating V̂ so that M = V̂ Ŵ V̂ 0 holds at every step.In summary, the steps for implementing a Schur algorithm are8 There is also a complex Schur decomposition of a real or complex matrix in which V̂ isa unitary matrix and Ŵ is upper triangular.16



(1) form the matrix M in (3:15);(2) form a real Schur decomposition of M where the �rst n columns of V̂ ; written in apartitioned form as � V̂110 V̂210 �0 ; are a basis for the stable invariant subspace of M ;(3) solve PyV̂11 = V̂21 for Py.For the numerical computations which follow, we compute the real Schur decomposition ofM using the LAPACK9 function DGEES. For comparisons, we also compute an eigenvectordecomposition using the built-in MATLAB function EIG. Our eigenvector routine assumesthat the eigenvalues of M are distinct, and we do not attempt to implement an algorithmdesigned for the more troublesome case in which there are repeated eigenvalues. We computePy in step (3) using the built-in MATLAB operator '/', which solves a linear equation usingGaussian elimination with partial pivoting.A deating subspace method is required when Ayy is singular and likely to be morestable numerically when Ayy is nearly singular. To implement this approach in practice, weuse an ordered real generalized Schur decomposition to �nd an appropriate triangularizationof the state-costate dynamical system (see Van Dooren, 1982).De�nition: A generalized real Schur decomposition of a real matrix pencil �L�N is a pairof orthogonal matrices Û and V̂ , a real upper triangular matrix T̂ ; and a real upper blocktriangular matrix Ŵ , such thatÛLV̂ = T̂ = 2664 T̂11 T̂12 : : : T̂1m0 T̂22 : : : T̂2m... . . . . . . ...0 : : : 0 T̂mm 3775ÛNV̂ = Ŵ = 2664 Ŵ11 Ŵ12 : : : Ŵ1m0 Ŵ22 : : : Ŵ2m... . . . . . . ...0 : : : 0 Ŵmm 3775 ;where the pencil �T̂ii � Ŵii is either a 1 � 1 matrix pencil or a 2 � 2 matrix pencil withcomplex conjugate generalized eigenvalues.As with the real Schur decomposition, we initially compute a generalized real Schur de-composition of �L�N without regard to whether the generalized eigenvalues are stable ornot. We then reorder the diagonal blocks of T̂ and Ŵ so that the generalized eigenvaluesare partitioned in the manner required by (3:20). This partitioning can be done using thealgorithms described in Van Dooren (1981, 1982) or in K�agstr�om and Poromaa (1994).Thus the steps for implementing a generalized Schur algorithm are(1) form the matrices L and N in (3:4);(2) form a generalized real Schur decomposition of the pencil �L � N where the �rst ncolumns of V̂ ; written in a partitioned form as � V̂110 V̂210 �0, span the deating subspaceof the pencil �L�N ;(3) solve PyV̂11 = V̂21 for Py.9 The algorithms described in this paper use routines from the FORTRAN packagesLAPACK, LINPACK, and RICPACK. All of these packages can be obtained by anonymousftp from netlib.att.com and various mirrors. MATLAB is a commercial matrix algebrapackage available from TheMathWorks, Inc. All of our FORTRAN routines are implementedas MATLAB MEX-�les. 17



For the numerical comparisons which follow, we implement the generalized Schur algorithmby using the routines QZHESW, QZITW, QZIT, and ORDER from RICPACK. We also re-port results for a method that uses generalized eigenvectors to compute deating subspaces.This method takes the �rst n columns of the matrix V̂ to be the generalized eigenvectors of�L �N that correspond to stable generalized eigenvalues. We implement this method us-ing the built-in MATLAB function EIG, making no attempt to handle repeated generalizedeigenvalues.4.2. Doubling AlgorithmDynamic programming solves the in�nite horizon problem by backward induction,which leads to iterations on the Riccati equation (3:13). A doubling algorithm can beviewed as a re�nement of this approach. It preserves the idea of approximating the solutionto the in�nite horizon problem by a sequence of �nite horizon problems, but instead of in-creasing the horizon by one time period in each iteration, the number of time periods getsdoubled.To see how this approach works, recall that the solution to the �nite horizon problemfor periods 0; : : : ; (� � 1) can be viewed as a two point boundary value problem where theinitial state vector y0 is set to some arbitrary vector y and the costate vector at the terminaldate �� is set to zero. Suppose for simplicity that Ayy is nonsingular. By iterating onrelation (3:14), we �nd that M̂ � y�0 � = � y0�0 � ; (4:1)where M̂ �M�� :To approximate the matrix Py, we solve (4:1) for the initial costate vector �0 as a functionof y0. Partitioning M̂ conformably to the state-costate partition, we see thatM̂11y� = y0; M̂21y� = �0:Therefore, the implicit initialization of the costate vector is�0 = M̂21(M̂11)�1y0;and our approximation for the matrix Py is given by M̂21(M̂11)�1.What is needed to implement this approach is a way to compute M̂ when the horizon �is large. Expanding the horizon one period at a time corresponds to multiplying the matrixM�1, � times in succession. However, when � is chosen to be a power of two, computationscan be sped up by using M�2k+1 = (M�2k)M�2k : (4:2)As a consequence, when � = 2j , the desired matrix can be computed in j iterations insteadof 2j iterations, which explains the name doubling algorithm.Given that the matrix M�1 has unstable eigenvalues, direct iterations on (4:2) can bevery unreliable. Clearly, the sequence of matrices fM�2kg diverges. One of the features of adoubling algorithm is to transform these computations into matrix iterations that converge.Another feature is that a doubling algorithm exploits the fact that the matrix M is sym-plectic. Symplectic matrices have several nice properties.10 We have already seen that their10 There is a variation of the Schur algorithm that exploits the symplectic structure ofM:See pages 431-434 of Petkov et al. (1991) for an overview of this algorithm.18



eigenvalues come in reciprocal pairs. In addition, the product of symplectic matrices is sym-plectic, and the inverse of a symplectic matrix is symplectic. Moreover, for any symplecticmatrix S, the matrices S21(S11)�1 and (S11)�1S12 are both symmetric andS22 = (S011)�1 + S21(S11)�1S12= (S011)�1 + S21(S11)�1S11(S11)�1S12:Therefore, a (2n � 2n) symplectic matrix can be represented in terms of the three n �n matrices � = (S11)�1; � = (S11)�1S12;  = S21(S11)�1, the latter two of which aresymmetric.The doubling algorithm described by Anderson (1978) and Anderson and Moore (1979)exploits such a representation by using the following parameterization of M�2k :M�2k = � (�k)�1 (�k)�1�kk(�k)�1 �0k + k(�k)�1�k � ;where the n� n matrices �k; �k; k are given by the recursions�k+1 = �k(I + �kk)�1�k�k+1 = �k + �k(I + �kk)�1�k�0kk+1 = k + �0kk(I + �kk)�1�k: (4:3)While this alternative parameterization introduces a matrix inverse into the recursions (4:3)that is absent in (4:2), the matrix I + �kk being inverted is only n dimensional. The non-singularity of this matrix for all k is established in Kimura (1988). To initialize the doublingalgorithm, we simply deduce the implicit parameterization ofM�1 given in partitioned formby M�1 = N�1L = � Ayy�1 Ayy�1ByR�1By 0QyyAyy�1 QyyAyy�1ByR�1By 0 +Ayy 0 � ; (4:4)which leads to the initializations�0 = Ayy; �0 = ByR�1By0; 0 = Qyy:While our derivation took the matrix Ayy to be nonsingular, Anderson (1978) argues thatthe doubling algorithm is more generally applicable.A convenient feature of this parameterization is that there are known conditions un-der which the matrix sequences f�kg; f�kg; fkg converge. When the pair (Ayy; Dy) isdetectable, then the sequence fkg is nondecreasing and converges to the matrix Py. (Herewe are adopting the usual partial ordering for positive semide�nite matrices.) As notedby Kimura (1988, Theorem 5), under the same restrictions, the sequence f�kg is nonde-creasing and converges to a positive semide�nite matrix P �y associated with a \dual" to thedeterministic regulator problem.The convergence of the f�kg sequence is more problematic. Unfortunately, withoutsimultaneous convergence of f�kg, it is not evident that iterations of the form given in (4:3)can be used as the basis of a numerical algorithm. If this latter sequence diverges, smallnumerical errors may get magni�ed, causing the resulting algorithm to be poorly behaved.Kimura (1988) provides some su�cient conditions for f�kg to converge to a matrix of zeros.His su�cient conditions are used to guarantee that either Py or P �y is nonsingular.As we noted previously, a su�cient condition for Py to be nonsingular is that the pair(Ayy; Dy) be observable. Su�cient conditions for the nonsingularity of the matrix P �y arethat (i) (Ayy; By) is controllable; and (ii) (Ayy; Dy) is detectable (Kimura 1988). Recallthat controllability is often achieved by our a priori partitioning of the state vector intoendogenous and exogenous components. Thus for our purposes, the restrictions guaranteeing19



the nonsingularity of P �y may be of particular interest. Even so, detectability is too strongfor some of our applications.To apply a doubling algorithm more generally, we sometimes modify the control problemby adding small quadratic penalties to linear combinations of the states and controls. Aslong as these penalties are su�cient to guarantee that either Py or P �y is nonsingular, weare assured of convergence of all three sequences. Of course, there is a danger that thepenalty distorts the solution to the original control problem in a nontrivial way, which mustbe checked in practice.4.2.1. Initialization From a Positive De�nite MatrixInstead of adding small quadratic penalties objective function for each calendar date,we could add a terminal penalty to the �nite horizon approximation to the control problem.From Chan, Goodwin and Sin (1984), it is known that iterations on the Riccati di�er-ence equation converge to the unique stabilizing solution whenever the Riccati equation isinitialized at a positive de�nite matrix.11 Initializing the Riccati di�erence equation at apositive de�nite matrix is equivalent to imposing a terminal penalty that is a negative def-inite quadratic form in the state vector. We will now show how to initialize the doublingalgorithm to impose a terminal penalty. This will permit us to compute Py via a doublingalgorithm for a richer class of control problems.Consider �rst a �nite time horizon problem with a quadratic penalty on the terminalstate. We select this penalty so that the terminal multiplier �� = Poy� for some positivede�nite matrix Po. Then equation (4:1) is altered to beM̂ � IPo � y� = � y0�0 � : (4:5)Build a matrix K K � � I 0Po I � :Then equation (4:5) can be rewritten asK�1M̂KK�1� IPo �y� = K�1 � y0�0 � :Equivalently, M� � y�0 � = � y0�0 � Poy0 � ;where M� = K�1M̂K:Partitioning M� consistently with the state-costate vector, the implicit initialization of thecostate vector is now �0 = Poy0 +M�12(M�11)�1y0;and our approximation for Py is given by M�12(M�11)�1 + Po.We are now left with computing the matrixM� when the horizon � is very large. Noticethat M� = (K�1MK)�� :11 Here we are using the fact that the pair (Ayy ; By) is stabilizable and that there exists asolution to the deterministic regulator problem when constraint (2:1) is imposed. The resultfollows from (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 of Chan, Goodwin and Sin (1984).20



It is straightforward to verify that becauseM is symplectic, so is K�1MK. This means thatdoubling algorithm (4:3) is applicable for computing (K�1MK)�2k ; however, the initializa-tions must be altered. The new initializations can be deduced by looking at the implicitparameterization of the symplectic matrix K�1M�1K, and they are given by�0 = (I +ByR�1By 0Po)�1Ayy�0 = (I +ByR�1By 0Po)�1ByR�1By 00 = Qyy � Po +Ayy 0Po(I +ByR�1By 0Po)�1Ayy: (4:6)Not surprisingly, the original initializations coincide with setting Po to zero in (4:6).There are two related advantages to these initializations over the previous ones. First,the sequence fjg converges to Py � Po whenever Po is positive de�nite. This follows fromthe Riccati di�erence equation convergence described previously and does not require that(Ayy; Dy) be detectable. Second, the sequence f�jg converges and satis�es the bounds0 � �j � (Po)�1even when (Ayy; Dy) is not detectable.12 Although we do not have a complete characteriza-tion of convergence of the resulting algorithm, all three matrix sequences (including f�jg)are guaranteed to converge with these alternative initializations if they converge with theoriginal ones.In summary, the steps for implementing the doubling algorithm are(1) initialize �0, �0, and 0 according to (4:6);(2) iterate in accordance with (4:3);(3) form Py as the limit of fkg+ Po.We implement the doubling algorithm in FORTRAN, exploiting the fact that �k and kare symmetric matrices for all k:13 We use two di�erent settings for Po. To obtain the12 The convergence and bound can be established as follows. Let f��j g denote the sequencestarting from the original initialization. Then it is straightforward to show that�j = (I + ��j Po)�1��j :Exploiting the nonsingularity of Po, the following equivalent formula can be deduced:�j = (Po)�1 � (Po + Po��jPo)�1:The reported bound follows immediately. The sequence f��j g is monotone increasing becauseit is a subsequence of Riccati di�erence equation iterations for a dual problem initializedat zero. Therefore, the sequence f�jg is also monotone increasing. Given the upper bound(Po)�1, this latter sequence must converge.13 We iterate on (4:3) until kk � k�1k1 � � kkk1 ;where we set � = 1�10�15 on a computer with a machine precision of 2�52 � 2:2204�10�16:Here kXk1 denotes the matrix 1-norm of a matrix X :kXk1 = maxj Xi jXij j :21



original doubling algorithm, we set Po to zero; and to investigate the potential advantagesof including a terminal penalty, we set Po to an identity matrix.4.2.2. Application to Continuous-TimeAs noted by Anderson (1978) and Kimura (1989), a doubling algorithm for a discrete-time symplectic system can be used to solve a continuous-time Hamiltonian system. Recallthat in our discussion of solving control problems via a matrix sign algorithm, we showedhow to covert a discrete-time symplectic system into a continuous-time Hamiltonian system.To apply a doubling algorithm, we want to \invert" this mapping, e.g., given a Hamiltonianmatrix H , we construct a symplectic pencil with the same stable deating subspace. Thesymplectic pencil associated with H is given by �(I +H) � (I � H). By adopting a verysimilar argument as before, we found it easy to show that the generalized eigenvectors forthe constructed pencil coincide with the eigenvectors of the original Hamiltonian matrix H .Moreover, the classi�cation of stable and unstable (generalized) eigenvalues is preserved.4.3. Matrix Sign AlgorithmIn section 3.3 we showed how to compute Py from the sign of the Hamiltonian matrixfor a continuous-time state-costate system. To compute Py for a symplectic pencil �L�N ,we �rst form the Hamiltonian matrixH = (L�N)�1(L+N)and then compute sign(H). For this to be a viable solution method, we must be able tocompute sign(H) easily.There are alternative matrix sign algorithms. An algorithm advocated by Roberts(1980) and Denman and Beavers (1976) is to average a matrix and its inverse:G0 = HGk+1 = Gk + (1=2)[(Gk)�1 �Gk]; k = 0; 1; : : : : (4:7)To speed up convergence, Gardiner and Laub (1986) suggest using the recursionG0 = H; Gk+1 = (1=2�k)(Gk + �k2Gk�1);where �k = j detGkj1=n: (4:8)Bierman (1984) and Byers (1987) propose a further re�nement, which exploits the factthat the matrix Gk is a Hamiltonian matrix for each k. Recall that if H is a Hamiltonianmatrix, then JH is symmetric where J = � 0 �II 0 � :Hence JGk+1 = 12�k (JGk + �k2JJGk�1J); (4:9)where �k is either set to one as in the original sign algorithm or set via formula (4:8) usingJGk in place of Gk. Consequently, it su�ces to compute the sequence of symmetric matricesfJGkg recursively via (4:9) starting from the initialization JH .1414 Kenney, Laub and Papadopoulos (1993) and Lu and Lin (1993) discuss further improve-ments to the matrix sign algorithm. 22



In summary, the steps for implementing a matrix sign algorithm are(1) form the matrices L and N in (3:4);(2) compute the sign of G = (L�N)�1(L+N);(3) compute Py by solving the over-determined system� G12G22 + I �Py = � �G11 + IG21 � (4:10)for Py:For our numerical comparisons, we compute the sign of G by iterating on (4:9) until con-vergence with �k = j detGkj1=n.15 To compute (JGk)�1 we use the symmetric inversionroutines DSIFA and DSIDI from LINPACK. We solve (4:10) for Py using least squares.As noted in Anderson (1978), the original sign algorithm (4:7) also can be viewed as adoubling algorithm. Interpreted in this manner, it uses (at least implicitly) an alternativeparameterization of the symplectic matrix M�1 to that used in doubling algorithm (4:3).Both recursions entail inverting a matrix. While recursion (4:9) requires that a symmetric(2n� 2n) matrix be inverted in each iteration, the doubling algorithm (4:3) requires that anonsymmetric n� n matrix be computed at each iteration.
5. Solving the Augmented Regulator ProblemSo far, we have shown how to compute the matrix Fy , which provides us with theoptimal control law for the deterministic regulator problem. This matrix also gives us a pieceof the solution to the augmented control problem and, hence, to the problem of interest: thediscounted stochastic regulator problem. The missing ingredient is the matrix Fz, where theoptimal control law for the augmented regulator problem is given by vt = �Fyyt � Fzzt. Inthis section, we show that Fz can be calculated by solving a particular Sylvester equation.We start by forming a Lagrangian modi�ed to incorporate the exogenous state vectorsequence fztg:L = � 1Xt=0[y0tQyyyt + 2yt0Qyzzt + v0tRvt + 2�t+10(Ayyyt +Ayzzt +Byvt � yt+1)];where the evolution of the forcing sequence is given byzt+1 = Azzzt: (5:1)First-order necessary conditions for the maximization of L with respect to fvtg1t=0 andfytg1t=0 are vt : Rvt +By 0�t+1 = 0; t � 0 (5:2)yt : �t = Qyyyt +Qyzzt +Ayy0�t+1; t � 0: (5:3)15 More precisely, we iterate on (4:9) untilkJGk � JGk�1k1 � � kJGkk1 ;where � = 1� 10�15: 23



Solve equation (5:2) for vt; substitute it into the state equation; and stack the resultingequation along with (5:3) and (5:1) as composite systemLa 24 yt+1�t+1zt+1 35 = Na 24 yt�tzt 35 ;where La � 24 I ByR�1B0y 00 Ayy 0 00 0 I 35 ; Na � 24 Ayy 0 Ayz�Qyy I �Qyz0 0 Azz 35 : (5:4)As with the deterministic regulator problem, the relevant solution is the one that stabi-lizes the state-costate vector for any initialization of y0 and z0: Hence we seek a characteri-zation of the multiplier �t of the form �t = P � ytzt � ;such that the resulting composite sequence [ yt0 �t0 zt0 ]0 is in the stable deating subspaceof the augmented pencil �La �Na. Assuming for the moment that a solution P exists, itmust be the case that P = [Py Pz ], where Py is the Riccati equation solution that wascharacterized in section 3, and Pz is a matrix that has not yet been characterized. Tosee why this must be the case, note that the solution to the augmented regulator problemwith z0 = 0 coincides with the solution to the deterministic regulator problem . We havepreviously shown that Py is a matrix, such that all vectors in the deating subspace of thepencil �L�N can be represented as [ y0 y0Py ]0. When the forcing sequence is initialized atzero, so it remains there for all t; it must also be the case that [ y0 y0Py 0 ]0 is in the stabledeating subspace of the augmented pencil �La�Na: This justi�es our previous claim thatthe solution to the deterministic regulator problem gives us a piece of the solution to theaugmented regulator problem .To deduce the control law associated with the matrix P , we substitute P into (5:4),which yields La 24 yt+1Pyyt+1 + Pzzt+1zt+1 35 = Na 24 ytPyyt + Pzztzt 35 :If we write the three equations in this composite system separately,(I +ByR�1By 0Py)yt+1 +ByR�1By 0Pzzt+1 =Ayyyt +AyzztAyy 0Pyyt+1 +Ayy 0Pzzt+1 =(Py �Qyy)yt + (Pz �Qyz)ztzt+1 =Azzzt: (5:5)Substitute the last equation into the �rst and solve for yt+1:yt+1 = (I +ByR�1By 0Py)�1[Ayyyt + (Ayz �ByR�1By 0PzAzz)zt]:It follows from relation (3:9) that this evolution equation for yt can be rewritten asyt+1 = (Ayy �ByFy)yt + (Ayz �ByFyz)zt; (5:6)where Fy and Fz are given byFy � (R+By 0PyBy)�1By 0PyAyy;Fz � (R+By 0PyBy)�1By 0(PyAyz + PzAzz): (5:7)24



For the reasons given previously, our construction of Fy coincides with (3:11) used to repre-sent the optimal control law for the deterministic regulator problem. Stability of the statevector sequence fytg is guaranteed by evolution equation (5:6) because the matrixAyy�ByFyis the same matrix that appears in the state evolution equation for the deterministic regula-tor problem under the optimal control law. Since the solution to the deterministic regulatorproblem is stable by design, the eigenvalues of Ayy � ByFy have absolute values that arestrictly less than one. The optimal control law for the augmented regulator problem is givenby vt = �Fyyt � Fzzt:The matrix Fz can be computed using formula (5:7) once we know Pz . We now showthat Pz is the solution to a Sylvester equation. Premultiply (5:6) by Ayy 0Py :Ayy 0Pyyt+1 = Ayy 0Py(Ayy �ByFy)yt +Ayy 0Py(Ayz �ByFz)zt: (5:8)Using formula (5:7), we rewrite the coe�cient matrix on zt asAyy 0Py(Ayz � Fz) = (Ayy �ByFy)0(PyAyz + PzAzz)�Ayy 0PzAzz :To obtain an alternative formula for this coe�cient, substitute the last equation of (5:5) intothe second equation and solve for Ayy 0Pyyt+1:Ayy0Pyyt+1 = (Pz �Qyz �Ayy 0PzAzz)zt + (Py �Qyy)yt: (5:9)Equating coe�cients on zt in (5:8) and (5:9) results in(Ayy �ByFy)0(PyAyz + PzAzz)� Ayy0PzAzz = Pz �Qyz �Ayy 0PzAzz:Rewriting this in the form of a Sylvester equation (in the unknown matrix Pz), we have thatPz = Qyz + (Ayy �ByFy)0PyAyz + (Ayy �ByFy)0PzAzz : (5:10)As we noted previously, the matrix (Ayy �ByFy) has only stable eigenvalues. Also, weassumed that the matrix Azz has only stable eigenvalues (Assumption 4). These restrictionsare su�cient for there to exist a unique solution Pz to (5:10). Up to now, our discussionproceeded under the presumption that there exists a matrix P , such that by setting �t =P � ytzt �, we stabilize the state vector sequence. We can now work backwards using the(unique) solution to the Sylvester equation to show that indeed such a matrix P does exist.
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6. Computational Techniques for Solving Sylvester EquationsA Sylvester equation is represented byM =W + SMT; (6:1)where the matricesW , S, and T are speci�ed in advance andM is the matrix to be computed.Consistent with (5:10), the matrices S and T have stable eigenvalues.16 There is a varietyof ways to depict the solution to a Sylvester equation. One is to vectorize (6:1) as[I � T 0 
 S]vec(M) = vec(W ); (6:2)where vec(�) denotes stacks of the columns of a matrix argument. (To derive (6:2) from(6:1), use the identity vec(SMT ) = [T 0 
 S]vec(M)). Hence vec(M) is the solution to alinear equation system. Alternatively, M is given by the in�nite sumM = 1Xj=0 SjWT j : (6:3)This representation can be deduced by iterating on equation (6:1), starting from any initialmatrix with the appropriate dimensions.We consider two types of algorithms for computing M :(i) Hessenburg-Schur algorithm;(ii) doubling algorithm.The Hessenberg-Schur algorithm uses a Schur decomposition of the matrix T to converta single Sylvester equation to a collection of much smaller Sylvester equations, each ofwhich can be vectorized as in (6:2). A Hessenberg decomposition of the matrix S is usedfurther to simplify the calculations. The doubling algorithm is an iterative algorithm thatapproximates the in�nite sum on the right-hand side of (6:3) by a �nite sum. Similar tothe doubling algorithm for solving a Riccati equation, the number of terms included in the�nite sum approximation \doubles" at each iteration.6.1. The Hessenberg-Schur AlgorithmAs suggested by Bartels and Stewart (1972), one strategy for solving Sylvester equationsentails block triangularizing the matrices T and/or S. We follow Golub, Nash and VanLoan (1979) by forming a Schur decomposition of the matrix T : V 0TV = T̂ , where V isan orthogonal matrix and T̂ is upper block triangular with row and column blocks that areeither one or two dimensional (see section 4.1 for a formal de�nition). Postmultiply Sylvesterequation (6:1) by V and rewrite the equation asM̂ = Ŵ + ŜM̂T̂ ; (6:4)where M̂ = MV , Ŵ = WV , and Ŝ = S. Notice that (6:4) is in the form of a Sylvesterequation in the matrix M̂ .16 We o�er the following word of caution (or apology) to the reader. We are compelled torecycle some of the notation used in previous sections.26



The block triangularity of T̂ can now be exploited to reduce (6:4) into m smallerSylvester equations, where m is the number of row and column blocks of T̂ . Write thematrix T̂ in partitioned form aŝT = 2664 T̂11 T̂12 : : : T̂1m0 T̂22 : : : T̂2m... . . . . . . ...0 : : : 0 T̂mm 3775 :Use the column partition of W to partition M̂ and Ŵ , and let M̂j and Ŵj denote thecorresponding jth partitions. Decompose Sylvester equation (6:4):M̂1 = Ŵ1 + ŜM̂1T̂11 (6:5)M̂j = Ŵj + Ŝ j�1Xk=1 M̂kT̂kj + ŜM̂jT̂jj ; j = 2; :::;m: (6:6)Notice that (6:5) is a Sylvester equation in M̂1 and that (6:6) is a Sylvester equation in M̂jas long as the matrices M̂k for k = 1; 2; :::; j� 1 have already been computed. Thus these mSylvester equations can be solved sequentially as linear equations using vectorization (6:2).An additional re�nement advocated by Golub, Nash and Van Loan (1979) entails takinga Hessenberg decomposition of the matrix S.17De�nition: The Hessenberg decomposition of the square matrix S is an orthogonal matrixU and a matrix Ŝ that has all zeros below the �rst subdiagonal, such that S = UŜU 0:In addition to postmultiplying equation (6:1) by V , we now also premultiply this equationby U 0. Equation (6:4) continues to hold with M̂ = U 0MV , Ŵ = U 0WV , and Ŝ = U 0SU .This Sylvester equation can still be decomposed as in (6:5) and (6:6). With Ŝ in Hessenbergform, we can solve these latter Sylvester equations more e�ciently using an equation solverdesigned for Hessenberg systems.18In summary, the steps for implementing a Hessenberg-Schur algorithm for computingPz are(i) form the matrices W = Qyz + (Ayy �ByFy)0PyAyz, S = (Ayy �ByFy)0, and T = Azz ;(ii) form a Hessenberg decomposition S = UŜU 0 and a Schur decomposition T = V T̂V 0;(iii) compute the solution M̂ to (6:5) and (6:6) and form Pz = UM̂V 0:Since the Hessenberg decomposition of a matrix can be computed faster than the real Schurdecomposition, one should always arrange the Sylvester equation so that the Hessenbergdecomposition is taken of the matrix (Ayy � ByFy)0 or Azz , whichever has more entries.The steps just described should be implemented if there are more elements in the vector ytthan zt. If zt has more elements, then the alternative Sylvester equationPz 0 = Qyz 0 + A0yzPy(Ayy �ByFy) +A0zzPz 0(Ayy �ByFy)0should be solved for the matrix Pz 0.17 Alternatively, we could take the Schur decomposition of S as proposed by Bartels andStewart (1972).18 Interesting variations on the Hessenberg-Schur algorithm have been proposed by Ham-marling(1982) and Gardiner et al. (1992). 27



In the numerical comparisons that follow, we form the Hessenberg decomposition ofa matrix using MATLAB subroutine HESS and the Schur decomposition of a matrix withSCHUR. We solve Hessenberg systems using the routines HSFA and HSSL, which are partof the package described in Gardiner et al. (1992).196.2. Doubling AlgorithmThe doubling algorithm for Sylvester equations iterates�k+1 = �k�k�k+1 = �k�kk+1 = k + �kk�k (6:7)to convergence, where �0 = S, �0 = T; and 0 = W: By repeated substitution, it can beshown that k = 2k�1Xj=0 SjWT j :In other words, each iteration doubles the number of terms in the sum.20To use this doubling algorithm to compute Pz(i) initialize �0 = (Ayy �ByFy)0, �0 = Azz, and 0 = Qyz + (Ayy �ByFy)0PyAyz ;(ii) iterate in accordance to (6:7);(iii) form Pz as the limit of fkg.We implement the doubling algorithm in FORTRAN.21

19 See pages 364-370 of Golub and Van Loan (1989) for a discussion of how to computethe Hessenberg decomposition.20 This algorithm is a slight generalization of the doubling algorithm for Lyapunov equa-tions discussed in Anderson and Moore (1979). A Lyapunov equation is a Sylvester equationin which S = T 0:21 We iterate on (6:7) until kk � k�1k1 � � kkk1 ;where we set � = 1� 10�15. 28



7. Distorted EconomiesSome of the algorithms described previously are directly applicable to solving modelswhose equilibrium quantity allocations are not the solutions to optimal resource allocationproblems. To illustrate this point, we use a simpli�ed version of McGrattan's (1994) modelof a distorted economy.22 Consider a setup with a representative agent who chooses a controlsequence fvtg to maximize� 1Xt=0(vt0Rvt + yt0Qyyyt + 2yt0Qyŷŷt);subject to yt+1 = Ayyyt +Ayŷŷt +Byvt (7:1)1Xt=0(jvtj2 + jytj2) <1;where the sequence fŷtg is viewed by the agent as being beyond his control when makingdecisions. As an equilibrium condition, ŷt is an exact function of yt and vt:ŷt = 
yt +	vt: (7:2)In formulating the decision problem for the representative agent, we have abstracted fromuncertainty and used analogous tricks to those described earlier for eliminating discount-ing and cross products between states and controls. (See McGrattan 1994 and appendixB.3 of this paper for a more complete treatment.) Also, we have zeroed out the forcingsequence fztg, so this setup should be viewed as a distorted equilibrium counterpart to thedeterministic regulator problem.To de�ne an equilibrium for this model, we introduce a process fy�t g that in equilibriumcoincides with fytg. This additional process is used to capture the perceived evolution of fŷtgby economic agents in making their decisions. Formally, the perceived evolution equation isgiven by y�t+1 = A�y�t ;ŷt = 
�y�t ;where the eigenvalues of A� are assumed to have absolute values that are strictly less thanone. Adding this evolution equation to the decision problem of the private agent is su�cientto make his problem a fully speci�ed deterministic regulator problem. Write the solution tothis decision problem as vt = �Fyyt � F �y y�t : (7:3)Then a rational expectations equilibrium is a speci�cation of (Fy; F �y ; A�;
�) such thatA� = Ayy +Ayŷ
� (Ayŷ	+By)(Fy + F �y );
� = 
�	(Fy + F �y );where control law (7:3) solves the decision problem of the private agent.As an initial step in solving for an equilibrium, we obtain �rst-order necessary conditionsfor the private agent's control problem:vt : Rut +By 0�t+1 = 0; t � 0 (7:4)yt : �t = Qyyyt +Qyŷŷt +Ayy 0�t+1; t � 0 (7:5)22 In appendix B.3, we take another version of McGrattan's formulation and di�erentiatethe equilibrium law with respect to parameters in the control problem and equilibriumconditions. 29



where f�tg are Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraint Eq. (7:1). At this stage,we are free to substitute for ŷt from equilibrium condition (7:2). Solving Eq. (7:3) for vt,substituting it and Eq. (7:2) into Eqs. (7:1) and (7:5), and rearranging givesL � yt+1�t+1 � = N � yt�t � ; (7:6)where L = � I B̂R�1By 00 ~A0 � ; N = � Â 0�Q̂ I � ;and Â = Ayy + Ayŷ
, Q̂ = Qyy + Qyŷ
, B̂ = By + Ayŷ	, and ~A = Ayy � ByR�1	0Qz 0:Note how these equations generalize (3:4) to a distorted equilibrium model. When distor-tions are active, the pencil �L � N may fail to be symplectic, so the eigenvalues do notnecessarily occur in reciprocal pairs. When the eigenvalues can be split with half inside theunit circle and half outside and the analog of V11 in (3:19) is nonsingular, then the deatingsubspace and matrix sign methods described earlier can be used to compute the uniquestable equilibrium.23 Under the same conditions, if either Â or ~A is nonsingular and wellconditioned, then invariant subspace methods also can be used. Finally, Anderson (1995)describes a generalization of the doubling algorithm for Riccati equations that can be usedto solve distorted equilibria. Since the pencil is not symplectic, this generalized doublingalgorithm includes an additional partition.For economies with a forcing sequence fztg with �rst-order dynamics, there is an anal-ogous formulation of a distorted economy equilibrium. As with the augmented regulatorproblem, the equilibrium can be computed in two steps. First, a distorted equilibrium for z0set to zero can be computed using one of the methods described above. Then the full equi-librium can be deduced by solving a Sylvester equation analogous to that deduced for theaugmented control problem. The Hessenburg-Schur algorithm and the doubling algorithmdescribed in section 6 are both applicable in this second step.
8. Example EconomiesIn preparation for our numerical work, we describe three examples with various featuresthat \stretch" various of our algorithms to the boundaries of their domains of applicability.

23 When applying matrix sign methods, one should iterate on (4:7) or (4:8) instead of(4:9), since the matrix J(L�N)�1(L+N) is not, in general, symmetric.30



8.1. A Model of Permanent Income with Habit PersistenceOur �rst example is an economy with two interacting unit roots in the endogenousdynamics. As in Hall (1978), Flavin (1981), and Sargent (1987), one unit root comes fromthe permanent income character of the model. The technology is speci�ed so that the rateof return on capital and the subjective rate of time discount are equated. As in Hansen(1987), Becker and Murphy (1988), and Heaton (1993), we use an extended version of thepermanent income model to accommodate preferences that are not time separable. Thesecond unit root occurs because of the special way we model habit persistence.There is a single consumption good ct, a single investment good it, a single physicalcapital stock kt, and a single household capital stock ht, in each time period. The householdcapital stock is constructed to be a geometric average of current and past consumptions:ht = :9ht�1 + :1ct;where :9 dictates the geometric decay in the average. We capture habit persistence byintroducing a service process: st = ct � ht�1:One source for a unit root in the endogenous dynamics is that the magnitude of the time tservice is the di�erence between current and an average of past consumptions.The production technology is given by the two relations:ct + it = :1kt�1 + dtkt = :95kt�1 + it:To provide a permanent income character to this model, we set the subjective discount rate� = 11:05 .The preference shock process is restricted to be constant over time (b = 30), and thetechnology shock process fdtg is a �rst-order autoregression with mean 5 and autoregressivecoe�cient :8. We represent these processes using the setup of section 2.4 by introducingan exogenous state vector ẑt with two components. Recall that the exogenous state vectorprocess is assumed to have �rst-order dynamics. The autoregressive matrix for this processis given by Âzz = � 1 00 :8� ;where the �rst component of ẑt is initialized at one and remains constant over time. Whilethe second component of ẑt can be subject to shocks in each time period, certainty equiva-lence makes the magnitude of the uncertainty inconsequential for solving the model. Henceit is unnecessary to specify the matrix Ĉz. The selection matrices Ub and Ud are given byUb = [ 30 0 ] and Ud = [ 5 1 ].24For this particular economy, there are potential problems in applying two of the al-gorithms we described in sections 3 and 4. Since the economy has repeated unit roots inthe endogenous dynamics, an invariant subspace method that uses an eigenvector routinedesigned for distinct eigenvalues might give a poor approximation to the solution. Also, thisis an economy in which the square summability constraint (2.1) is binding. In other words,it is not optimal to stabilize the endogenous state vector process in the absence of such aconstraint. As a consequence, Riccati di�erence equation iterations starting from the zeromatrix converge to the wrong solution, as does the corresponding partition of the Po = 0doubling algorithm.24 In this economy, there are no intermediate goods gt. As suggested in section 2:4, westill use it as the control vector, and we can clearly solve for ct as a linear function of thecontrol and state vectors. 31



As a potential remedy for both of these pitfalls, we \approximate" our economy by onein which there is a very tiny adjustment cost for physical capital. The cost is captured byintroducing a single intermediate good gt, such that�it � gt = 0;where we set � = 1� 10�7. This small adjustment cost is enough to eliminate the repeatedunit roots in the endogenous dynamics. Moreover, it makes (Ayy; Dy) detectable, so thatit is optimal to stabilize the endogenous state vector process. Since the pair (Ayy ; By) iscontrollable, this small adjustment cost is enough to guarantee convergence of the Po = 0version of the doubling algorithm. One of the issues considered in our numerical experimentsis how well this \�x up" works in practice. Does the introduction of small adjustment costsmake either the eigenvector algorithm or the doubling algorithm a viable method for solvingthe original control problem? We shall also study this economy with the adjustment costsset equal to zero and with the Po = I version of the doubling algorithm.8.2. Siow's Time-To-Educate ModelThis example is a version of a time-to-build (or time-to-educate) model of wage skilldi�erentials that was formulated by Siow (1984). Siow's model interprets the premiumon educated labor as a present-value-equalizing di�erential required to compensate for theincome foregone during training years. To accord with the framework of section 2:4, wereformulate a version of Siow's model as an optimal resource allocation problem.Suppose there are three skill levels of labor: \low skill," \medium skill," and \high skill."We adopt the notational convention that low skill work is engaged in home production, whilethe other two skill levels produce market goods. We assume that it takes four periods totrain skilled workers and eight periods to train highly skilled workers. Trainees are notpermitted to switch training programs. This gives rise to gestation lags in the productiontechnology.Let im;t denote the number of workers who choose the medium-skilled training programand ih;t the number who choose the high-skilled training program at time t. Let km;t andkh;t be the corresponding stocks of workers. Thenkm;t = :97km;t�1 + :974im;t�4kh;t = :97kh;t�1 + :978ih;t�8;where (1� :97) is the exit rate from the labor force. To capture this gestation lag with the�rst-order speci�cation of section 2:4, we include in kt the following:kt = [km;t; kh;t; :973im;t�3; :972im;t�2; :97im;t�1; im;t; :977ih;t�7; : : : ; :97ih;t�1; ih;t]0:The �rst-order evolution equation for fktg can now be constructed in the obvious way.Hence to capture the delays in the dynamic technology, we are compelled to augment theendogenous state vector. This augmentation is the source of the singularity in the matrixAyy. The control vector is it = [ im;t ih;t ]0.The rest of the people engage in home production. Let d1;t denote the time t ow ofnewborn or raw labor. The di�erencec1;t = d1;t � im;k � ih;kis the ow of workers into home production. We include c1;t as a component of the con-sumption goods vector for notational convenience. In addition to c1;t, there are two other32



components to ct: goods produced by medium-skilled workers and goods produced by high-skilled workers. These goods are produced according to the (linear) constant returns to scaletechnology: cm;t = :7km;t�1ch;t = :9kh;t�1:To capture the disutility of working, we introduce two intermediate goods that satisfygm;t = km;t�1gh;t = kh;t�1;and to capture costs associated with matching new entrants with training programs, weintroduce two additional intermediate goods that satisfyĝm;t = :0002im;tĝh;t = :0003ih;t:When these constraints are combined, the technology for producing intermediate goods andconsumption goods is given by266666664 1 0 00 1 00 0 10 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 0
37777777524 c1;tcm;tch;t 35+ 266666664 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 �1 00 0 0 �1

377777775264 gmtghtĝm;tĝh;t 375+
266666664 1 10 00 00 00 0:0002 00 :0003

377777775� imtiht �
= 266666664 0 0:7 00 :91 00 10 00 0

377777775� km;t�1kh;t�1 �+ 266666664 1000000
377777775 d1;t:Consider next the household technology. Recall that by our notational convention, c1;tdenotes the quantity of new entrants into household production. The stock of such workersat time t (after including the new entrants) is denoted ht. This \household capital stock"evolves according to ht = :97ht�1 + c1;t;so the depreciation factor is the same as for the other two types of labor. Consumptionservices s1;t are produced according to the linear technologys1;t = :5ht�1:To capture the disutility of working in the household, we introduce a second services2;t = �ht�1;and to capture the (utility) costs to matching new entrants to the household technology, weintroduce a third consumption services3;t = �:0001c1;t:33



All total, there are �ve components to the consumption service vector st because we alsoinclude the consumption goods produced by medium-skilled and high-skilled workers:st = [ s1;t s2;t s3;t cm;t ch;t ]0 :The household's subjective rate of time discount is � = 11:05 : Forcing process fd1;tg is givenrecursively by pt = 47Xj=1 �jpt�j + ztd1;t = pt�18; (8:1)where pt are the new births at date t and the �j 's are set to match the birth rates in the UnitedStates in 1990 as reported in the American Almanac: Statistical Abstract of the UnitedStates 1993-1994. We abstract from long term population growth by appropriately scalingthe �j 's to sum to one.25 The process fztg has a �rst-order autoregressive representationwith coe�cient .9. The variable pt�18 occurs with an 18 period lag in the second equationof (8:1) because we assume that it takes 18 periods (years) before a newborn person is readyto enter a training program or produce household goods.The preference shock process has three nondegenerate components:bt = [ b1;t 0 0 bm;t bh;t ]0 :The zeros in the preference shock process bt are associated with (dis)services to working inthe household and to matching labor to household production. The three nondegeneratecomponents are independent �rst-order autoregressive processes augmented by 300. Foreach scalar autoregression, the autoregressive coe�cient is .9.8.3. A Model of Cattle CyclesIn this subsection, we present three versions of Rosen, Murphy, and Scheinkman's (1994)model of cattle cycles. The versions di�er according to whether the time units are years,quarters, or months. To match the setup of section 2.4, we reformulate Rosen, Murphy,and Scheinkman's market equilibrium model as an optimal resource problem. We initiallydescribe the yearly model. For our numerical speed and accuracy comparisons with theannual version of this model, we estimated some of the parameters using the methods tobe described in subsequent sections. The parameters for the versions of the model at thequarterly and monthly timing intervals were deduced in ways described below.Let kb;t denote the total stock of breeding cows. Each such animal gives birth to �calves, and calves become part of the adult stock after two years. For simplicity, we set thedeath rate of cattle to zero. Therefore, the law of motion for the breeding stock is given bykb;t = kb;t�1 + �kb;t�3 + it; (8:2)25 Formally, the �j 's were constructed as follows. We took birthrates for women fromTable 93 of the American Almanac: Statistical Abstract of the United States 1993-1994 inthe year 1990 and divided by two. Since birthrates are only recorded for women groupedin �ve year age brackets, we interpolated linearly from the midpoints of each age bracket.Birthrates for ages 12 and 47 were set to zero when doing this interpolation, and birth ratesup to age 12 were set to zero. The resulting birthrates imply an autoregression with anexplosive root that induces geometric growth in population. We then scaled the birth rateparameters by the inverse of the growth factor raised to the appropriate powers to eliminatethe growth. The resulting autoregressive process has a unit root by construction.34



where it denotes deletions from the breeding stock due to slaughtering. Stacking the breedingstocks so as to represent this evolution equation as a �rst-order system, we obtain24 kb;tkb;t�1kb;t�2 35 = 24 1 0 �1 0 00 1 03524 kb;t�1kb;t�2kb;t�3 35+ 24 10035 it:Consumption ct = �it. We use one intermediate good to capture slaughtering costsand three additional ones to capture the holding costs. Holding costs di�er depending onwhether the animal is a calf, a yearling, or an adult. Letg1;t = �ct + (1=�)ds;tg2;t = �kb;t�1 + (1�=�)dh;tg3;t = �kb;t�2 + (2�=�)dh;tg4;t = �kb;t + (1=�)dh;t: (8:3)As speci�ed, the holding and slaughtering costs are quadratic. The parameter � is set toa small positive number to approximate the linear cost structure used by Rosen, Murphyand Scheinkman (1994). The parameters 1 and 2 dictate the holding costs for calvesand yearlings, respectively, relative to those for fully grown animals. For instance, theapproximate holding period cost is dh;t for an adult, 1dh;t for a calf, and 2dh;t for ayearling. In our computational experiments, the parameters 1 and 2 are set to 1/3 andto 2/3, respectively. Substituting for kb;t in (8:3) using (8:2) and stacking the equations forconsumption and intermediate goods into a system, we get26664 1��00� 37775 ct + 26664 1000037775 it + 26664 0 0 0 01 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 137775264 g1;tg2;tg3;tg4;t 375= �26664 0 0 00 0 01 0 00 1 01 0 � 3777524 kb;t�1kb;t�2kb;t�3 35+ (1=�)26664 0 01 00 1�0 2�0 1 37775� ds;tdh;t � :Consumption goods and services are related trivially byst = (1=�1)ct;where �1 is positive. As a consequence, preferences for consumption are time separable, andthe slope of the Frisch demand function for beef is ��1.The exogenous processes are speci�ed as follows. The preference shock process is givenby the constant (�0=�1). The parameter �0 is the intercept in the Frisch demand function.The two technology shock processes fds;tg and fdh;tg are each scalar �rst-order autoregres-sive processes with unconditional means �s and �h and autoregressive coe�cients �s and�h, respectively.As a device for proliferating endogenous state variables, we construct analogous quar-terly and monthly versions of a cattle cycle model. In so doing, we abstract from any(realistic) periodic speci�cation whereby, for example, a certain season of the year is desig-nated as a calving season. Also, we design the higher frequency models to be only roughlycompatible with the annual model. The parameter values selected for all three versions arereported in Table 8.1. The higher frequency parameters are obtained from the followingalgorithms. Let � denote the number of seasons in a year (either four or twelve). The higher35



Table 8.1: Parameter Values for Yearly, Monthly, and Quarterly Formulationsof the Cattle Cycles ModelParameters Yearly Quarterly Monthly� 0.960 0.990 0.997�0 146.0 36.50 12.17�1 1.270 0.318 0.1061 + � 1.938 1.180 1.057�h 0.888 0.971 0.990�s 0.699 0.914 0.971�h 37.00 9.250 3.083�s 63.00 63.00 63.00� 1� 10�04 2:5� 10�05 8:33 � 10�06Table 9.1: Number of State VariablesEconomy Endogenous States Exogenous States Norm of Py Norm of PzPermanent Income 2 2 2:45 � 10+00 2:08� 10+02Yearly Cattle Cycles 3 4 1:37 � 10+00 2:88� 10+02Quarterly Cattle Cycles 9 4 3:53 � 10+00 1:26� 10+03Monthly Cattle Cycles 25 4 9:67 � 10+00 3:93� 10+03Education 15 52 8:76 � 10+01 3:77� 10+04frequency versions of �, 1+ �, �h, and �s are obtained by taking the annual parameters andraising them to the power 1=� . The higher frequency versions of �, �, and �h are constructedby dividing the annual parameters by � . The parameter �s is the same for all versions ofthe model. Finally, as we proliferate time periods, we extend the number of periods it takesfor a calf to become a cow. Instead of two periods, it now takes the animal 2� periods tobe an adult. Accordingly, there are 2� cost parameters j ; j = 1; : : : ; 2� . As in the annualmodel, we assumed these parameters increased linearly from zero to one. Hence j = j�+1 .
9. Numerical ComparisonsIn this section, we study the performance of algorithms for computing solutions tothe optimal resource allocation problems described in section 8. We report results for sixdi�erent economies: two permanent income/habit persistence economies, three cattle cycleeconomies, and one time-to-educate model. Recall that the two permanent income economiesare very similar except the second one introduces a very small adjustment cost term so thatthe resulting (Ayy; Dy) is detectable. We label these two economies Permanent Income andPermanent Income (with adjustment costs) in the subsequent tables. The three cattle cycleeconomies di�er with respect to the presumed decision time interval. The three cattle cycleeconomies are calibrated to be yearly, quarterly, and monthly decision periods and are la-beled Yearly Cattle Cycles, Quarterly Cattle Cycles, andMonthly Cattle Cycles, respectively.Finally, the time-to-educate economy is labeled Education in our tables.Table 9.1 gives the number of endogenous and exogenous state variables for each ofsix optimal resource allocation problems.26 There are four exogenous state variables for26 We also give approximate matrix one-norms for the true solutions. For the PermanentIncome economy we used the true solutions to calculate the norms. For the other economies36



Table 9.2: Performance of Algorithms that Solve Riccati EquationsEconomy Algorithm CPU time Residual NormPermanent Income Riccati Iteration 0.0334 2:8� 10�15Eigenvector 0.0047 1:1� 10�03Schur 0.0039 4:4� 10�16Generalized Eigenvector 0.0045 1:5� 10�04Generalized Schur 0.0037 4:6� 10�16Doubling(P0 = I) 0.0031 6:1� 10�16Matrix Sign 0.0058 9:7� 10�16Permanent Income Riccati Iteration 0.0334 1:9� 10�15(with adjustment costs) Eigenvector 0.0057 2:4� 10�07Schur 0.0046 1:4� 10�15Generalized Eigenvector 0.0048 2:9� 10�04Generalized Schur 0.0037 1:1� 10�16Doubling(P0 = 0) 0.0022 9:2� 10�16Doubling(P0 = I) 0.0030 9:4� 10�16Matrix Sign 0.0062 3:7� 10�15Yearly Cattle Cycles Riccati Iteration 0.0056 9:7� 10�16Eigenvector 0.0076 2:3� 10�15Schur 0.0079 3:3� 10�16Generalized Eigenvector 0.0125 1:7� 10�15Generalized Schur 0.0054 2:1� 10�15Doubling(P0 = 0) 0.0026 5:6� 10�16Doubling(P0 = I) 0.0036 3:9� 10�16Matrix Sign 0.0089 6:7� 10�16Quarterly Cattle Cycles Riccati Iteration 0.0520 2:6� 10�15Eigenvector 0.0400 9:4� 10�15Schur 0.0373 1:1� 10�14Generalized Eigenvector 0.1177 6:2� 10�15Generalized Schur 0.0248 6:9� 10�15Doubling(P0 = 0) 0.0125 6:7� 10�16Doubling(P0 = I) 0.0131 5:6� 10�16Matrix Sign 0.0314 2:3� 10�15Monthly Cattle Cycles Riccati Iteration 1.3860 1:0� 10�14Eigenvector 0.6904 2:9� 10�14Schur 0.6575 8:2� 10�14Generalized Eigenvector 1.3100 5:9� 10�14Generalized Schur 0.3370 6:1� 10�14Doubling(P0 = 0) 0.1435 3:7� 10�15Doubling(P0 = I) 0.1437 1:4� 10�15Matrix Sign 0.2569 2:2� 10�14Education Riccati Iteration 0.2554 8:2� 10�14Generalized Eigenvector 0.2437 2:2� 10+04Generalized Schur 0.0394 2:2� 10�06Doubling(P0 = 0) 0.0371 3:1� 10�07Doubling(P0 = I) 0.0447 2:7� 10�07Matrix Sign 0.0841 1:9� 10�07we used the solutions computed by the Riccati Iteration algorithm and the doubling algo-rithm for Sylvester equations. Given the tables that follow, these norms allow a reader toconstruct a relative measure of accuracy for the candidate solutions.37



Table 9.3: Accuracy of Solutions to the Permanent Income ModelEconomy Algorithm Absolute error of P cy Absolute error of F cyPermanent Income Riccati Iteration 6:6� 10�14 8:8� 10�15Eigenvector 2:4� 10�02 3:0� 10�03Schur 8:8� 10�15 1:1� 10�15Generalized Eigenvector 3:1� 10�03 4:0� 10�04Generalized Schur 1:9� 10�14 2:6� 10�15Doubling(P0 = I) 8:2� 10�13 1:3� 10�13Matrix Sign 2:8� 10�14 3:7� 10�15Permanent Income Riccati Iteration 5:7� 10�13 8:2� 10�14(with adjustment costs) Eigenvector 4:9� 10�06 6:4� 10�07Schur 5:0� 10�14 1:1� 10�15Generalized Eigenvector 6:0� 10�03 7:8� 10�04Generalized Schur 1:4� 10�13 1:5� 10�14Doubling(P0 = 0) 5:0� 10�13 7:3� 10�14Doubling(P0 = I) 1:7� 10�12 2:8� 10�13Matrix Sign 5:7� 10�13 8:3� 10�14Table 9.4: Performance of Algorithms that Solve Sylvester EquationsEconomy Algorithm CPU time Residual NormPermanent Income Hessenberg-Schur 0.0017 3:6� 10�15Doubling 0.0010 3:6� 10�15Yearly Cattle Cycles Hessenberg-Schur 0.0027 3:3� 10�13Doubling 0.0014 2:8� 10�14Quarterly Cattle Cycles Hessenberg-Schur 0.0041 7:8� 10�13Doubling 0.0028 2:6� 10�13Monthly Cattle Cycles Hessenberg-Schur 0.0154 2:6� 10�12Doubling 0.0186 6:5� 10�13Education Hessenberg-Schur 0.2601 4:3� 10�11Doubling 0.1233 5:2� 10�12the cattle cylce economy because we included a state that could be used to represent apreference shock. The autogressive parameter for this state was set to zero. Since thegestation time period for a newborn calf to become a cow is held �xed across the threecattle cycle economies, the number of endogenous state variables is larger forMonthly CattleCycles than for the other two cattle cycle economies. Recall that the number of exogenousstate variables and endogenous state variables is large for the Education economy becauseof the presumed population dynamics and the number of time periods it takes to get highlyskilled.Associated with each of the six optimal resource allocation problems is a Riccati equa-tion and a Sylvester equation that are solved in �nding the optimal decision rule. Wereport the Riccati equation comparisons in the �rst subsection and the Sylvester equationcomparisons in the second subsection. Recall that Sylvester equations take as one of theirinputs a matrix constructed from the solution to the corresponding Riccati equation. Tosimplify comparisons, we use the same input matrix for each of the two Sylvester equationalgorithms. 38



9.1. Solutions to Riccati EquationsWe compare the performance of seven of the Riccati equation solving algorithms de-scribed in section 4. We consider two invariant subspace algorithms: one is based on aneigenvector decomposition labeled Eigenvector and the other on the Schur decompositionlabeled Schur in the tables described below. We study two deating subspace algorithmsthat are generalizations of the two invariant subspace algorithms designed to permit thestate evolution matrix (Ayy) to be singular. (In fact, this matrix is singular for the Educa-tion resource allocation problem.) We label these deating subspace algorithms GeneralizedEigenvector and Generalized Schur. We investigate two doubling algorithms that di�er withrespect to how they are initialized. The �rst doubling algorithm uses the standard initial-ization (Po = 0), and the second one initializes the doubling algorithm so that the terminalstate and costate vectors coincide (Po = I). Since the (Po = 0) doubling algorithm gives thewrong solution to the Permanent Income resource allocation problem, it is not included forthat control problem. Both of these algorithms are labeled Doubling with the speci�cationof Po given in parentheses. Our seventh algorithm is the matrix sign algorithm and is la-beled accordingly. As a benchmark, one of the algorithms iterates on the Riccati di�erenceequation from dynamic programming.27 This algorithm is labeled Riccati Iteration in thetables.Table 9.2 reports comparisons of the performance of the eight algorithms used to com-pute candidate solutions (P cy ; F (P cy )) to the associated deterministic regulator problem'sgiven the inputs (Ayy; By; Qyy; R): Here F (P ) = (R +By 0PBy)�1By0PAyy: 28 To measurethe accuracy of the computed solutions, we use the matrix one-norm of the Riccati equationresidual P cy � T (P cy ) whereT (P ) = Qyy +A0yyPAyy �A0yyPBy(R+By 0PBy)�1By 0PAyy:Gudmundsson, Kenney and Laub(1992) show that P cy is an accurate solution of the Riccatiequation (3:13) if it has a small residual and the Riccati equation is \well-conditioned."For the Permanent Income resource allocation problems, Table 9.3 reports the absoluteerrors Py � P cy1; Fy � F (P cy )1:These errors were computed under the presumption that the �rst problem (without ad-justment costs) is the problem of interest. That is, we compare the true solutions to thePermanent Income Economy to the computed solutions to the Permanent Income Economyand the Permanent Income Economy(with adjustment costs). Recall that the primary reasonwe introduced the adjustment costs is to make the doubling (Py = 0) algorithm applicable.For the Permanent Income economy, we calculated the true solutions for Fy and Py by hand:Py = � 7=3 �7=60�7=60 7=1200� ; Fy = [�1=3 1=60 ] :27 The Riccati iteration algorithm iterates onPj+1 = Qyy + (Ayy �ByFj)0Pj(Ayy �ByFy) + Fj 0RFj ;where Fj = (R+By 0PjBy)�1By 0PjAyyuntil kPj+1 � Pjk1 � � kPjk1, where we set � = 1 x 10�15. We initialize this algorithm atPo = I .28 All comparisons reported in the section were performed on an HP-9000/730 computerwith 64MB of memory using version 4.2a of MATLAB and HP's FORTRAN compiler. Webase our CPU times on 1100 replications. 39



The results verify that (for the Permanent Income economy) the residual errors reported inTable 9.2 are close proxies for the absolute errors reported in Table 9.3. Since solutions toPermanent Income (with adjustment costs) approximate closely the solutions to PermanentIncome, applying the doubling algorithm to the adjustment cost version gives a reliablesolution to the resource allocation problem without adjustment costs.Returning now to the result in Table 9.2, the following comparisons are noteworthy.(1) The eigenvector and generalized eigenvector algorithms are unreliable for three of oursix economies. Not suprisingly, the presence of repeated roots in the solution to thePermanent Income control problem caused the eigenvector algorithm to give unreliablesolutions. Shifting to the generalized eigenvector algorithm resulted only in marginalimprovements in accuracy. While introducing tiny adjustment costs to the PermanentIncome control problem improved the accuracy of the eigenvector method, it failedto make the eigenvector method as accurate as the other methods. The generalizedeigenvector method performed poorly for both this control problem and the Educationproblem.(2) The Riccati iteration algorithm computed accurate solutions for all of the control prob-lems and, in particular, computed the most accurate solution for the Education problem.Hence if accuracy is the primary concern, rather than speed, this algorithm is a rea-sonable choice. However, in situations in which repeated solutions are required, otheralgorithms can save the researcher a signi�cant amount of time.29 Speed gains arelikely to be important in econometric estimation and in determining the sensitivity ofsolutions to changes in parameter settings.(3) Algorithms that allow Ayy to be singular do not su�er any \penalties" in speed or inaccuracy. Hence for our discrete-time control problems, there does not seem to be agood reason to use the invariant subspace algorithms.(4) Both doubling algorithms performed relatively well across the six economies. The Po =0 algorithm is a little faster than the Po = I algorithm for the Permanent Income (withadjustment costs) and for the Yearly Cattle Cycles control problems with comparableaccuracy. The Po = I algorithm is the quickest of the seven applicable algorithms insolving the original Permanent Income control problem. The Po = 0 doubling algorithmoutperforms the generalized Schur and matrix sign algorithms. A possible reason it isfaster than the generalized Schur algorithm is that the generalized Schur algorithm doesnot exploit the symplectic structure of the control problem.

29 The speed of the Riccati iteration algorithm can be increased by lowering the tolerance�. For instance, if � is changed to 1� 10�07, for the Permanent Income Economy the CPUis reduced to 0.0163 with an absolute error of 5:3 � 10�06 for Py: Comparable changesin tolerance settings for the other iterative algorithms had very minor changes in speedand accuracy for the Permanent Income Economy. Our experience with the matrix signalgorithm applied to other economies is that signi�cantly lowering the tolerance can havedisastrous consequences for accuracy. 40



9.2. Solutions to Sylvester EquationsTable 9.4 compares the performance of the Sylvester equation algorithms discussed insection 6 applied to the �ve control problems. The algorithms take as inputs the matri-ces (S; T;W ): To assess the accuracy of the solutions, we use the matrix one-norm of theSylvester equation residual W + SM cT �M c, where M c is a candidate solution. For thePermanent Income control problem, the absolute error, kM �M ck1 ; of the Hessenberg-Schur solution is 9:1� 10�13 and the absolute error of the doubling algorithm's solution is1:0� 10�12.The accuracy of the doubling and Hessenberg-Schur algorithms are comparable. Whilethe doubling algorithm is faster in solving four of the �ve Sylvester equations, the Hessenberg-Schur algorithm is faster in solving the Sylvester equation for the Monthly Cattle Cyclescontrol problem. Recall that this problem has 25 endogenous states but only four exogenousstates. The Hessenberg-Schur algorithm is apparently better at exploiting this asymmetry.
10. Innovations RepresentationsConstructing an innovations representation is a key step in deducing the implications ofa model for vector autoregressions and for evaluating a Gaussian likelihood function.30 Aninnovations representation is a state-space representation in which the vector white noisedriving the system is of the correct dimension (equal to that of the vector of observables) andlives in the proper space (the space spanned by current and lagged values of the observables).Suppose that our theorizing and data collection lead us to a system of the form31xt+1 = Aoxt + Cwt+1zt = Gxt + vtvt+1 = Dvt +Hwt+1; (10:1)where D is a matrix whose eigenvalues are bounded in modulus by unity, and fwtg isa martingale di�erence sequence with E(wt+1wt+10jFt) = I , where Ft is the sigma �eldgenerated by the history of ws up to t. We take zt to be the time t vector of variableson which an econometrician has observations, and we interpret vt as a serially correlatedmeasurement error vector. We let R = HH 0; which is the covariance matrix of Hwt+1:We impose CH 0 = 0, by way of assuming that the \state" and \measurement" errors areuncorrelated.We de�ne the following quasi-di�erenced process�zt � zt+1 �Dzt: (10:2)From Eq. (10:1) and the de�nition (10:2), it follows that�zt = (GAo �DG)xt + (GC +H)wt+1:Then (xt; �zt) is governed by the state space systemxt+1 = Aoxt + Cwt+1�zt = �Gxt + (GC +H)wt+1; (10:3)30 The calculations in this section are versions of ones described by Anderson and Moore(1979). We alert the reader that we are \recycling" or \reinitializing" some of notation usedin earlier sections, such as zt; vt; ut; D;R.31 In particular, the solution to the discounted stochastic regulator problem can be ex-pressed as xt+1 = Aoxt + Cwt+1 where Ao = A�BF:41



where �G = GAo �DG. This system has nonzero covariance between the state noise Cwt+1and the \measurement noise" (GC +H)wt+1. Let [Kt;�t] be the Kalman gain and statecovariance matrix associated with the Kalman �lter, namely,Kt = (CC 0G0 +Ao�t �G0)
�1t (10:4)
t = �G�t �G0 +R+GCC 0G0 (10:5)�t+1 = Ao�tAo0+CC 0�(CC 0G0+Ao�t �G0)
�1t ( �G�tAo0+GCC 0): (10:6)Then an innovations representation for system (10:3) isx̂t+1 = Aox̂t +Ktut�zt = �Gx̂t + ut; (10:7)where x̂t = Ê[xt j �zt�1; �zt�2; : : : ; �z0; x̂0]ut = �zt � Ê[�zt j �zt�1; : : : ; �z0; x̂0]
t � Eutu0t = �G�t �G0 +R+GCC 0G0: (10:8)Initial conditions for the system are x̂0 and �0. From de�nition (10:2), it follows that[zt+1; zt; : : : ; z0; x̂0] and [�zt; �zt�1; : : : ; �z0; x̂0] span the same space, so thatx̂t = Ê[xt j zt; zt�1; : : : ; z0; x̂0]ut = zt+1 � Ê[zt+1 j zt; : : : ; z0; x̂0]:The process ut is said to be an innovation process in zt+1.Equation (10:6) is a matrix Riccati di�erence equation. The Kalman �lter has a steady-state solution if there exists a time-invariant positive semi-de�nite matrix � which satis�esEq. (10:6) with �t+1 = �t, i.e., one that satis�es the algebraic matrix Riccati equation. Inthis case, the same computational procedures used for the optimal linear regulator problemapply: a bene�t of the duality of �ltering and control. The steady-state Kalman gain K isgiven by Eq. (10:4) with �t = � and 
t = �G� �G0 +R +GCC 0G0.10.1. Wold and Autoregressive RepresentationsThe innovations representation is associated with a Wold representation or vector au-toregression. Estimates of these representations are recovered in empirical work using thevector autoregressive techniques promoted by Sims (1980) and Doan, Litterman, and Sims(1984). Wold and vector autoregressive representations are easy to obtain when A�K �G isa stable matrix. To get a Wold representation for zt; substitute Eq. (10:2) into Eq. (10:7)to obtain x̂t+1 = Aox̂t +Kutzt+1 �Dzt = �Gx̂t + ut: (10:9)A Wold representation for zt iszt+1 = [I �DL]�1[I + �G(I �AoL)�1KL]ut; (10:10)where, again, L is the lag operator. From Eq. (10:9) a recursive whitening �lter for obtainingfutg from fztg is given by ut = zt+1 �Dzt � �Gx̂tx̂t+1 = Aox̂t +Kut : (10:11)42



Hansen and Sargent (1994) show that an autoregressive representation for zt iszt+1 = fD + (I �DL) �G[I � (Ao �K �G)L]�1KLg zt + ut (10:12)or zt+1 =[D + �GK]zt + 1Xj=1[ �G(Ao �K �G)jK�D �G(Ao �K �G)j�1K]zt�j + ut: (10:13)This equation expresses zt+1 as the sum of the one-step-ahead linear least squares forecastand the one-step prediction error.
11. The Likelihood FunctionObtaining the Kalman gain sequence fKtg of the previous section is a key step inconstructing and manipulating a recursive representation of a Gaussian quasi-likelihoodfunction. It is often necessary to transform the observations into a form matching the linearstate-space form. Thus, we start with a \raw" time series fytg that determines an adjustedseries zt according to zt = f(yt;�);where � is the vector containing the free parameters of the model, including parametersdetermining particular detrending procedures. For example, if our raw series has a geometricgrowth trend equal to �t which is to be removed before estimation, then the adjustedseries is zt = yt=�t. We assume that the state space model of the form (10:3) and theassociated innovations representation (10:7) pertain to the adjusted data fztg. We canuse the innovations representation (10:7) recursively to compute the innovation series, thencalculate the conditional Gaussian log-likelihood functionL(�) = T�1Xt=0�log j
tj+ trace(
�1t utu0t)� 2 log��@f(yt;�)@yt ��	 (11:1)and �nd estimates, �̂ = argmin�L(�); where 
t = Eutu0t is the covariance matrix ofthe innovations computed from (10:8).32 To �nd the minimizer �̂; we can use a standardoptimization program. In practice, it is best if we can calculate both the log-likelihoodfunction and its derivatives analytically. First, the computational burden is much lowerwith analytical derivatives. Consider, for example, the model of McGrattan, Rogerson, andWright (1995), which has 64 elements in �. For each step of a quasi-Newton optimizationroutine, L and @L@� are computed. To obtain @L@� numerically for the McGrattan, Rogerson,32 This is the log likelihood function conditional on an initial distribution x̂0;�0 of thestate vector. The log likelihood function of fzt; zt�1; : : : ; z0g is conveniently factored aslogPr(zt; zt�1; : : : ; z0) = logPr(ztjzt�1; : : : ; z0) � � � logPr(z1jz0) logPr(z0):We obtain the conditional likelihood by replacing Pr(z0) by Pr(z0jx0). For alternativeapproaches to treating the distribution of z0, see Ansley and Kohn (1985), Hamilton (1994),and Hansen and Sargent (1994). 43



andWright (1995) example, the log-likelihood function must be evaluated 128 times if centraldi�erences are used in computing an approximation for @L@� ; e.g.,@L@� � L(� + �e)� L(�� �e)2� ; (11:2)where e is a vector of zeros except for a one in the element corresponding to � and � is somepositive number. Usually, the costs of computing L a large number of times far outweigh thecosts of computing @L@� once. If L and @L@� are to be computed many times, which is typicallythe case, then the costs of computing numerical derivatives can be quite large. A secondadvantage to analytical derivatives is numerical accuracy. If the log-likelihood function isnot very smooth for the entire parameter space, there may be problems with the accuracy ofapproximations such as Eq. (11:2). With inaccurate derivatives, it is di�cult to determinethe curvature of the function and, hence, to �nd a minimum.For L(�) in Eq. (11:1), the derivatives @L(�)=@� can be derived by following proceduresof Kashyap (1970), Wilson and Kumar (1982), and Zadrozny (1988, 1989, 1992). We displaythese derivatives in Appendix B and distinguish formulas that are steps in the derivationfrom those that would be put into a computer code. Note that although the �nal expressionfor @L@� derived in Appendix B is complicated, we can use numerical approximations such asEq. (11:2) to uncover coding errors.Once we have the log-likelihood function and its derivatives, we can apply standardoptimization methods to the problem of �nding the maximum likelihood estimates. In prac-tice, we will have a constrained optimization problem since the equilibrium is not typicallycomputable for all possible parameterizations. For example, we may have simple constraintssuch as ` < � < u; where ` and u are the lower and upper bounds for the parameter vec-tor. In this case, we use either a constrained optimization package or penalty functions (seeFletcher 1987).After computing the maximum likelihood estimates, we need to compute their standarderrors, Se(�) = diag�s�Xt @Lt@� @Lt@� 0��1�; (11:3)where Lt(�) is the logarithm of the density function of the date t innovation, i.e.,Lt(�) = log j
tj+ u0t
�1t ut � 2 log��@f(yt;�)@yt ��: (11:4)The formula for @Lt@� is also given in Appendix B.
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12. Estimating the Cattle Cycles ModelIn this section, we present estimates of some of the parameters of Rosen, Murphy, andScheinkman's (1994) model. 33 We let pt be the price of freshly slaughtered beef, ds;t thefeeding cost of preparing an animal for slaughter, dh;t the one-period holding cost for amature animal, 1dh;t the one-period holding cost for a yearling, and 2dh;t the one-periodholding cost for a calf. The costs fdh;t; ds;tg1t=0 are exogenous stochastic processes, while thestochastic process fptg1t=0 is determined by an equilibrium. Let kb;t be the breeding stockand yt be the total stock of animals. Each animal that is reserved for breeding gives birthto � calves. Calves that survive become part of the adult stock after two years. Letting tindex years, the law of motion for stocks is34kb;t = kb;t�1 + �kb;t�3 � ct; (12:1)where ct is a rate of slaughtering. The total head count of cattle isyt = kb;t + �kb;t�1 + �kb;t�2; (12:2)which is the sum of adults, yearlings, and calves, respectively.A representative farmer maximizesE0 1Xt=0 �t nptct � dh;tkb;t � (1dh;t)(�kb;t�1)� (2dh;t)(�kb;t�2)� ds;tct � �2	to (12:3)where 	t = �k2b;t + k2b;t�1 + k2b;t�2 + c2t � :Here � is a small positive parameter which measures the quadratic costs of carrying stocksand slaughtering.Demand is governed by ct = �0 � �1pt (12:4)where �0 > 0 and �1 > 0: The stochastic processes fdh;t; ds;tg are univariate autoregressionswith orthogonal innovationsdh;t+1 = (1� �h)�h + �hdh;t + �h;t;ds;t+1 = (1� �s)�s + �sdm;t + �s;t;where E�2h;t = �2h and E�2s;t = �2s . The disturbance processes f�h;tg and f�s;tg are whitenoises that are uncorrelated at all lags.To compute parameter estimates, we use the data of Rosen, Murphy, and Scheinkman(1994), which include annual observations for yt, ct, and pt for the United States during theperiod 1900-1990.35 We assume that there is error in measuring the total stock of cattleyt and the slaughter rate ct. In particular, we assume that the (1,1) element of R, thevariance-covariance matrix of the measurement errors, is equal to �2y, and we assume thatthe (2,2) element of R is equal to �2c . All other elements of R are set equal to zero.33 We have used estimates of key parameters from this section in the numerical experimentsfor the annual model.34 We have set the death probability in Rosen, Murphy and Scheinkman's (1994) modelto zero.35 The sources of these data are the Historical Statistics of the United States, ColonialTimes to 1970 and Agricultural Statistics. In the data, y is the total stock of cattle excludingmilk cows, c is the cattle slaughtered, and p is price of slaughtered cattle.45



Table 12.1: Parameter estimates for \Cattle Cycle" example.Parameters Estimates Standard Errors�0 146 33.4�1 1.27 0.3231 0.647 11.52 1.77 12.0� 0.938 0.0222�h 0.888 0.115�s 0.699 0.0417�h 6.82 10.6�s 4.04 1.05�y 0.273 0.0383�c 4.82 0.531We are now equipped to estimate the parameters of this model by applying the formulasof the previous sections. We start with some a priori restrictions. Assume that � = 0:96;� = 1 � 10�4; �h = 37, and �s = 63. The remaining parameters are elements of �, i.e.,� = [�0, �1, 1, 2, �, �h, �s, �h, �s, �y, �c]. In Table 12.1, we report estimates of theseparameters and standard errors for the estimates. Note that from the values for �0 and �1we can get an estimate of the demand elasticity. For this model, the elasticity is given by-0.61.36 The values of 1 and 2 give us information about the holding costs. The estimatesindicate that the costs are higher for calves than for yearlings. However, the standard errorson 1 and 2 indicate that these parameters are not precisely estimated. The value of �implies that 0.94kb;t�1 calves are born at date t, where kb;t�1 is the breeding stock at t� 1.This estimate is higher than Rosen, Murphy, and Scheinkman's (1994) estimate of 0.85.The estimates of �h and �s imply that there is persistence in the processes for holding andfeeding costs. Finally, the estimates of �y and �c indicate that the measurement error ishigher for the slaughter rate than for the total stock.In Figures 1 through 3, we plot the predicted and actual time series for the stockof cattle, the slaughter rate, and the price. The predicted series are the one-step-aheadforecasts. Using the notation of section 10 these are given by the vector �Gx̂t.

36 This estimate is �1 � p0=c0 (-1.27�0.48).46
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Figure 1. One-step-ahead forecast and actual total stock.
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Figure 2. One-step-ahead forecast and actual slaughter rate.
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Figure 3. One-step-ahead forecast and actual price of slaughtered beef.47



A. Computing @L@� and @Lt@� for a State Space ModelDi�erentiating the log-likelihood function with respect to the free parameters of the eco-nomic model can be broken into two steps: �rst, di�erentiating the log-likelihood functionwith respect to matrices appearing in the state space model (10:7); and second, di�erenti-ating the parameters of the state space model (10:3) with respect to the free parameters ofthe underlying economic model. In this appendix, we derive @L@� in terms of the derivativesof Ao, C, G, D, R, x̂0, �0, and fzt; t = 0; : : : ; Tg. We ignore the Jacobian in Eq. (11:1)since it di�ers for each problem. In Appendix B, we show how to compute derivatives of Aofor the linear-quadratic and nonlinear economies with and without distortions.A.1. The Formula for @L@�For the �rst step, we take as given Ao, C, G, D, R, x̂0, �0, and fzt; t = 0; : : : ; Tg andtheir derivatives with respect to the deeper economic parameters. We shall show that thederivative of the log-likelihood function is@L@� = T�1Xt=0 �2 tracef@Ao@� �t �G0MtG� x̂tu0t
�1t Gg+ 2 tracef@C@� C 0G0MtGg+ 2 tracef@G@� (Ao�t �G0Mt ��t �G0MtD + CC 0G0Mt �Aox̂tu0t
�1t+ x̂tu0t
�1t D)g� 2 tracef@D@� G�t �G0Mt � ztu0t
�1t +Gx̂tu0t
�1t )g+ tracef@R@� Mtg+ tracef@�t@� �G0Mt �Gg � 2 tracef@x̂t@� u0t
�1t �Gg+ 2 tracef@zt+1@� u0t
�1t g � 2 tracef@zt@� u0t
�1t Dg�; (A:1)where @�t+1@� = @Ao@� �tA0o +Ao @�t@� A0o +Ao�t @Ao@� 0 + @C@� C 0 + C @C@� 0� �@C@� C 0G0 + C @C@� 0G0 + CC 0 @G@� 0 + @Ao@� �t �G0+Ao @�t@� �G0 +Ao�t @ �G@� 0�K 0t +Kt @
t@� K 0t�K�@ �G@� �tA0o + �G@�t@� A0o + �G�t @Ao@� 0+ @G@� CC 0 +G@C@� C 0 +GC @C@� 0� (A:2)@x̂t+1@� = �Ao @x̂t@� + (@Ao@� � @Kt@� �G�Kt@ �G@� )x̂t + @Kt@� �zt+Kt(@zt+1@� �D@zt@� ): (A:3)The expressions in (A:2) and (A:3) follow from the de�nitions of �t in Eq. (10:6) and x̂t inEq. (10:7). The initial conditions x̂0 and �0 and their derivatives are assumed to be given.48



If �0 is given by the steady state solution of the Riccati equation, then the computationcan be simpli�ed. The formula for the derivative of the log-likelihood function is given by@L@� = 2T tracef@Ao@� (� �G0MG� �x̂u
�1G� �x̂�(I �KG)�� �G0
�1�u�(I �KG)�� �A0o�0u�
�1G+� �A0o�(I �KG))g+ 2T tracef@C@� C 0�G0MG�G0
�1�u�(I �KG)� (I �G0K 0)�0u�
�1G+ (I �G0K 0)�(I �KG)�g+ 2T tracef@G@� (Ao� �G0M �� �G0MD + CC 0G0M�Ao�x̂u
�1 + �x̂u
�1D +Ao�x̂�K� �x̂�KD � CC 0(I �G0K 0)�0u�
�1+ CC 0G0
�1�u�K �Ao� �A0o�0u�
�1+� �A0o�0u�
�1D +Ao� �G0
�1�u�K�� �G0
�1�u�KD �Ao� �A0o�K +� �A0o�KD� CC 0�K + CC 0G0K 0�K)g� 2T tracef@D@� (G� �G0M + (�zu �G�x̂u)
�1+G�x̂�K � �z�K �G� �A0o�0u�
�1+G� �G0
�1�u�K �G� �A0o�K)g+ 2T tracef@R@� (12M +
�1�u�K + 12K 0�K)g+ 2 tracefT�1Xt=0 (@zt+1@� �D@zt@� )u0t
�1g� 2 tracefT�1Xt=1 (@zt@� �D@zt�1@� )�0tKg � 2 tracef@x̂0@� �00g; (A:4)where � is the asymptotic state covariance matrix found by iterating on Eq. (10:6) and �G,K, 
, ut and x̂t are de�ned in Eqs. (10:3), (10:4), (10:5), and (10:7), and�t = (Ao �K �G)0�t+1 + �G0
�1ut; t = 0; : : : ; T � 2�T�1 = �G0
�1uT�1�uu = 1T T�1Xt=0 utu0t�x̂u = 1T T�1Xt=0 x̂tu0t�zu = 1T T�1Xt=0 ztu0t�u� = 1T T�1Xt=1 ut�1�0t (A:5)49



�x̂� = 1T T�1Xt=1 x̂t�1�0t (A:6)�z� = 1T T�1Xt=1 zt�1�0t (A:7)M = 
�1 �
�1�uu
�1�Ao = Ao �K �G� = �A0o� �Ao + �G0M �G� �G0
�1�u� �Ao � �A0o�0u�
�1 �G:In the remainder of this appendix, we derive the formulas in Eq. (A:1) and Eq. (A:4).Readers who are not interested in this derivation can skip the rest of this appendix.A.2. Derivation of the FormulaThe derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to any element � of the pa-rameter vector is given by@L@� = T�1Xt=0 trace�@
t@� Mt	= S1 + T�1Xt=0 trace�(@ut@� u0t + ut @u0t@� )
�1t 	+ S2 ; (A:8)where Mt = 
�1t � 
�1t utu0t
�1t and 
t = Eutu0t. We start with the �rst term in theexpression for the derivative of the log-likelihood function S1. For this, we need the derivativeof the covariance matrix 
t which satis�es@
t@� = @ �G@� �t �G0 + �G@�t@� �G0 + �G�t @ �G@� 0 + @R@� + @G@� CC 0G0+G@C@� C 0G0 +GC @C@� 0G0 +GCC 0 @G@� 0= (@G@� Ao +G@Ao@� � @D@� G�D@G@� )�t �G0 + �G@�t@� �G0+ �G�t(A0o @G@� 0 + @Ao@� 0G0 �G0 @D@� 0 � @G@� 0D0)+ @R@� + @G@� CC 0G0 +G@C@� C 0G0 +GC @C@� 0G0 +GCC 0 @G@� 0: (A:9)The second equality follows from the de�nition of �G. If we post-multiply the derivative of
t by Mt and take the trace of the result, we have the �rst term of the derivative of thelog-likelihood function in Eq. (A:8):S1 = T�1Xt=0 �2 trace(@Ao@� �t �G0MtG) + 2 trace(@C@� C 0G0MtG)+ 2 trace(@G@� fAo�t �G0Mt ��t �G0MtD + CC 0G0Mtg)� 2 trace(@D@� G�t �G0Mt) + trace(@R@� Mt)+ trace(@�t@� �G0Mt �G)�: (A:10)Note that the formula for S1 depends on derivatives @Ao@� , @C@� , @G@� , @D@� , and @R@� , which areknown, and @�t@� , which is yet to be derived. 50



We now turn to the second term of the log-likelihood function derivative S2, whereS2 = trace(@utu0t=@�
�1t ). Let �uu(t) = utu0t. By de�nition, �uu(t) = (�zt� �Gx̂t)(�zt� �Gx̂t)0and, therefore, its derivative is given by@�uu(t)@� = (@�zt@� � @ �G@� x̂t � �G@x̂t@� )u0t + ut(@�zt@� � @ �G@� x̂t � �G@x̂t@� )0= (@zt+1@� � @D@� zt �D@zt@� � @G@� Aox̂t �G@Ao@� x̂t+ @D@� Gx̂t +D@G@� x̂t � �G@x̂t@� )u0t+ ut(@zt+1@� 0 � z0t@D@� 0 � @zt@� 0D0 � x̂0tAo0 @G@� 0 � x̂0t @Ao@� 0G0+ x̂0tG0 @D@� 0 + x̂0t @G@� 0D0 � @x̂t@� 0 �G0): (A:11)If we post-multiply this derivative by 
�1t , take the trace of the resulting matrix, and sumover t, then we have the second term of the derivative of the log-likelihood function, i.e.,S2 = � T�1Xt=0 �2 tracef@Ao@� x̂tu0t
�1t Gg+ 2 tracef@G@� (Aox̂tu0t
�1t � x̂tu0t
�1t D)g+ 2 tracef@D@� (ztu0t �Gx̂tu0t)
�1t g � 2 tracefT�1Xt=0 @zt+1@� u0t
�1t g+ 2 tracefT�1Xt=0 @zt@� u0t
�1t Dg+ 2 tracefT�1Xt=0 @x̂t@� u0t
�1t �Gg�: (A:12)Sum the expressions in Eqs. (A:10) and (A:12) to get the expression for the derivative ofthe log-likelihood function in (A:1).For the time-invariant case, several more steps are needed. First, we derive the lastterm in Eq. (A:12) in terms of the derivatives that are taken as inputs. Following Kashyap(1970), Wilson and Kumar (1982), and Zadrozny (1988), we can simplify the computationsby working with sequences fdtg and f�tg de�ned as followsdt = (@Ao@� � @K@� �G�K@ �G@� )x̂t + @K@� �zt +K@�zt@� ; t = 0; : : : ; T � 1�t = (Ao �K �G)0�t+1 + �G0
�1ut; t = 0; : : : ; T � 2�T�1 = �G0
�1uT�1: (A:13)Notice that the time subscripts have been dropped from K and 
 since the time-invariantcase assumes that �t = � for all t. Let �Ao = Ao�K �G. Notice that since x̂t+1 = �Aox̂t+K�zt,its derivative is given by @x̂t+1@� = �Ao @x̂t@� + dt: (A:14)Write out the last term in Eq. (A:12) and substitute in x̂t = �Ato + Pt�1s=0 �As�1o dt�s. Thengroup terms involving x̂0 and dt, t = 0; : : : T � 2. These steps lead to� 2T trace (T�1Xt=0 @x̂t@� u0t
�1 �G) = � 2T trace(@x̂0@� �00 + T�1Xt=1 dt�1�0t)= � 2T trace(@x̂0@� �00)� 2 tracef(@Ao@� � @K@� �G�K@G@� Ao51



�KG@Ao@� +K@D@� G+KD@G@� )�x̂� + @K@� ��z�+ 1T K T�1Xt=1 @zt@� �0t �K@D@� �z� � 1T KD T�1Xt=1 @zt�1@� �0tg= � 2 tracef@Ao@� �x̂�(I �KG)g+ 2 tracef@G@� (Ao�x̂�K � �x̂�KDg� 2 tracef@D@� (G�x̂�K � �z�K)g� 2T tracefK T�1Xt=1 @zt@� �0t �KD T�1Xt=1 @zt�1@� �0tg� 2T trace(@x̂0@� �00)� 2 tracef@K@� �u�g; (A:15)where �u�, �x̂�, and �z� are the sums de�ned in Eqs. (A:5) through Eq. (A:7) and ��z� =PT�1t=1 �zt�1�0t=T . The second equality follows from the de�nitions of dt�1 and �G and somealgebraic manipulation. The last term in Eq. (A:15) uses the fact that ut = �zt� �Gx̂t. Withthe exception of @K@� , the expression in Eq. (A:15) is a function of known derivatives. Theexpression for @K@� follows from the de�nition in Eq. (10:4) and is given by@K@� = �@C@� C 0G0 + C @C@� 0G0 + CC 0 @G@� 0 + @Ao@� � �G0 +Ao @�@� �G0+Ao�A0o @G@� 0 +Ao�@Ao@� 0G0 �Ao�G0 @D@� 0 �Ao�@G@� 0D0�
�1� (CC 0G0 +Ao� �G0)
�1�@G@� Ao� �G0 +G@Ao@� � �G0 � @D@� G� �G0�D@G@� � �G0 + �G@�@� �G0 + �G�A0o @G@� 0 + �G�@Ao@� 0G0� �G�G0 @D@� 0 � �G�@G@� 0D0 + @R@� + @G@� CC 0G0+G@C@� C 0G0 +GC @C@� 0G0 +GCC 0 @G@� 0�
�1: (A:16)Note that we have written @ �G@� in terms of @G@� , @Ao@� , and @D@� . Substituting @K@� into theexpression in Eq. (A:15) and rearranging terms, we have� 2T trace(T�1Xt=0 @x̂t@� u0t
�1 �G) =� 2 tracef@Ao@� (�x̂�(I �KG) + � �G0
�1�u�(I �KG)+ � �A0o�0u�
�1Gg� 2 tracef@C@� C 0(G0
�1�u�(I �KG) + (I �G0K 0)�0u�
�1G)g+ 2 tracef@G@� (Ao�x̂�K � �x̂�KD � CC 0(I �G0K 0)�0u�
�152



+ CC 0G0
�1�u�K �Ao� �A0o�0u�
�1 +� �A0o�0u�
�1D+ Ao� �G0
�1�u�K �� �G0
�1�u�KD)g� 2 tracef@D@� (G�x̂�K � �z�K �G� �A0o�0u�
�1 +G� �G0
�1�u�K)g+ 2 tracef@R@� 
�1�u�Kg� 2T tracefK T�1Xt=1 @zt@� �0t �KD T�1Xt=1 @zt�1@� �0tg� 2T tracef@x̂0@� �00g � 2 tracef@�@� ( �G0
�1�u� �Ao)g: (A:17)Therefore, the expression for the second term of the log-likelihood function derivative S2 isgiven byS2 = � 2 tracef@Ao@� (�x̂u
�1G+ �x̂�(I �KG) + � �G0
�1�u�(I �KG)+ � �A0o�0u�
�1Gg� 2 tracef@C@� C 0(G0
�1�u�(I �KG) + (I �G0K 0)�0u�
�1G)g� 2 tracef@G@� (Ao�x̂u
�1 � �x̂u
�1D �Ao�x̂�K + �x̂�KD+ CC 0(I �G0K 0)�0u�
�1 � CC 0G0
�1�u�K+Ao� �A0o�0u�
�1 �� �A0o�0u�
�1D�Ao� �G0
�1�u�K +� �G0
�1�u�KD)g� 2 tracef@D@� ((�zu �G�x̂u)
�1 +G�x̂�K � �z�K �G� �A0o�0u�
�1+G� �G0
�1�u�K)g+ 2 tracef@R@� 
�1�u�Kg+ 2T tracefT�1Xt=0 @zt+1@� u0t
�1g � 2T tracefT�1Xt=0 @zt@� u0t
�1Dg� 2T tracefK T�1Xt=1 @zt@� �0t �KD T�1Xt=1 @zt�1@� �0tg� 2T tracef@x̂0@� �00g� 2 tracef@�@� �G0
�1�u� �Aog: (A:18)Our expressions for S1 in Eq. (A:10) and S2 in Eq. (A:18) depend on @Ao@� , @C@� , @G@� , @D@� ,@R@� , which are known, and @�@� , which we will now derive. Using the expression in Eq. (A:2)with �t+1 = �t = �, we get @�@� = �Ao @�@� �A0o +W +W 0; (A:19)53



where W = @Ao@� �A0o + @C@� C 0 � @C@� C 0G0K 0 � C @C@� 0G0K 0 � CC 0 @G@� 0K 0� @Ao@� � �G0K 0 �Ao�A0o @G@� 0K 0 �Ao�@Ao@� 0G0K 0+Ao�G0 @D@� 0K 0 +Ao�@G@� 0D0K 0 + 12K@R@� K 0+K@G@� Ao� �G0K 0 +KG@Ao@� � �G0K 0 �K@D@� G� �G0K 0�KD@G@� � �G0K 0 +K@G@� CC 0G0K 0 +KG@C@� C 0G0K 0: (A:20)The terms W and W 0 in Eq. (A:19) include all derivatives but @�@� . To get the expressionin Eq. (A:20), we substituted the expressions for @
@� and @G@� into Eq. (A:19). Let � be asymmetric matrix that satis�es � = �A0o� �Ao + 12(H +H 0); (A:21)where H = �G0M �G� 2 �G0
�1�u� �Ao: (A:22)Then trace(@�@� H) = tracef@�@� 12(H +H 0)g= tracef@�@� (�� �A0o� �Ao)g= tracef@�@� �g � tracef �Ao @�@� �A0o�g= tracef(@�@� � �Ao @�@� �A0o)�g= tracef(W +W 0)�g= 2 tracefW�g: (A:23)If we post-multiply W by � and take two times the trace, then we have an expression fortrace(@�@�H) in terms of known derivatives, i.e.,trace(@�@� H) = 2 tracef@Ao@� � �A0o�(I �KG)g+ 2 tracef@C@� C 0(I �G0K 0)�(I �KG)g� 2 tracef@G@� (Ao� �A0o�K �� �A0o�KD + CC 0(I �G0K 0)�Kg+ 2 tracef@D@� G� �A0o�Kg+ tracef@R@� K 0�Kg: (A:24)Sum S1, which appears in Eq. (A:10) with �t = � and 
t = 
, and S2 in (A:18).Substitute in the expression for trace(@�@�H) from Eq. (A:24). The result is the derivative ofthe log-likelihood function which is given in Eq. (A:4).54



A.3. Standard ErrorsAfter we have computed parameter estimates, we want to compute their standard errorsas given in Eq. (11:3). For this, we need to compute the derivative ofLt(�) = log j
tj+ u0t
�1t utwith respect to any element � of the parameter vector.37 This derivative is given by@Lt@� = trace(
�1t @
t@� ) + @ut@� 0
�1t ut + u0t
�1t @ut@� � u0t
�1t @
t@� 
�1t ut= tracef(
�1t �
�1t utu0t
�1t )@
t@� g+ tracef@ut@� 0
�1t ut + u0t
�1t @ut@� g= tracef@
t@� Mtg+ tracef
�1t @(utu0t)@� g; (A:25)where Mt = 
�1t � 
�1t utu0t
�1t . Above, we calculated @
t@� and @(utu0t)@� . These expressionsare given in Eq. (A:9) and Eq. (A:11).

37 Note that we are again ignoring the Jacobian since the relationship between z and ydi�ers for each problem. 55



B. Di�erentiating the State-SpaceModel with Respect to EconomicParametersIn this appendix, we describe how to compute derivatives of Ao with respect to thefree parameters of an economic model. We do this for four economies: a linear-quadraticeconomy without distortions; a nonlinear economy without distortions; a linear-quadraticeconomy with distortions; and a nonlinear economy with distortions. Because we use linearapproximations for the nonlinear economies, most of the work is in deriving the formulasfor the linear-quadratic economies.B.1. A Linear-Quadratic Economy without DistortionsWe consider a discounted stochastic regulator problem. The optimization problem ismaxfutg E0 1Xt=0 �t(x0tQxt + u0tRut + 2x0tWut); (B:1)subject to xt+1 = Axt +But + Cwt+1:We assume that the matrices Q, R, W , A, and B depend on a vector of parameters �. Forthe remainder of this section we assume that C = 0: Typically, the number of elements in �is small relative to the combined number of elements in these matrices. We also assume thatthe derivatives of the matrices in Eq. (B:1) with respect to the elements of � are known.The optimal decision function is given by ut = �Fxt, whereF = (R+ �B0PB)�1(�B0PA+W 0) (B:2)for P satisfyingP = Q+ �A0PA� (W + �A0PB)(R + �B0PB)�1(�B0PA+W 0): (B:3)The law of motion for x in equilibrium isxt+1 = Aoxt; Ao = A�BF: (B:4)Therefore, the derivative of Ao with respect to an element of � is@Ao@� = @A@� � @B@� F �B@F@� : (B:5)The derivatives @A@� and @B@� depend on the speci�cation of the problem in Eq. (B:1) and areassumed to be known. The derivative of F is@F@� = �(R+ �B0PB)�1�@R@� + � @B@� 0PB + �B0 @P@� B + �B0P @B@� �F+ (R + �B0PB)�1�� @B@� 0PA+ �B0 @P@� A+ �B0P @A@� + @W@� 0�: (B:6)Notice that this formula depends on the derivative of P , with the remaining derivativesprovided by the modeler. The derivative @P@� satis�es the following equation:@P@� = @Q@� + � @A@� 0PA+ �A0 @P@� A+ �A0P @A@� � (@W@� + � @A@� 0PB+ �A0 @P@� B + �A0P @B@� )F + F 0(@R@� + � @B@� 0PB + �B0 @P@� B+ �B0P @B@� )F � F 0(� @B@� 0PA+ �B0 @P@� A+ �B0P @A@� + @W@� 0)= �A0o @P@� Ao + @Q@� + �h@A@� 0 � F 0 @B@� 0iPAo + �A0oP h@A@� � @B@� F i� @W@� F � F 0 @W@� 0 + F 0 @R@� F: (B:7)56



Although this formula determines only an implicit function for @P@� , the gradient of P can berepresented explicitly in terms of things we know. De�ne the gradient operator as follows:for any matrix A that depends on the parameter �, r�A = vec(@A@� ). Then,r�P = (I � �A0o 
A0o)�1�r�Q+ �(A0oP 
 I)r�A0 + �(I 
A0oP )r�A� �(A0oP 
 F 0)r�B0 � �(F 0 
A0oP )r�B � (F 0 
 I)r�W� (I 
 F 0)r�W 0 + (F 0 
 F 0)r�R	; (B:8)which is a function of the gradients of A, B, Q, R, and W . The gradient of P can then besubstituted into the following formula for r�F :r�F = �(I 
RB0P )r�A� �(F 0 
RB0P )r�B + �(A0oP 
R)r�B0� (F 0 
R)r�R+ (I 
R)r�W 0 + �(A0o 
RB0)r�P; (B:9)where R = (R + �B0PB)�1. Finally, we substitute this expression for r�F intor�Ao = r�A� (F 0 
 I)r�B � (I 
B)r�F: (B:10)B.2. A Nonlinear Economy without DistortionsThe optimization problem that we start with ismaxfutg E0 1Xt=0 �t r(zt; �); (B:11)subject to xt+1 = Axt +But + Cwt+1zt = [x0t; u0t]0;where fwt+1g is a martingale di�erence sequence and E0 is the mathematical expectationconditioned on time 0 information. We solve a related problem, namely:maxfutg E0 1Xt=0 �tz0tMzt (B:12)xt+1 = Axt +But;where M = e(r(�z; �)� @r(�z; �)@�z 0�z + 12 �z0 @2r(�z; �)@�z2 �z)e0 + 12(e@r(�z; �)@�z 0+ @r(�z; �)@�z e0 � e�z0@2r(�z; �)@�z2 � @2r(�z; �)@�z2 �ze0 + @2r(�z; �)@�z2 ); (B:13)and where e is a vector of zeros except for a one in the element corresponding to the constantterm in xt, �z and �w are the steady state values of zt and wt, and Sx = [In; 0k;n] andSu = [0n;k; Ik] (where the \;" denotes stacking) are selector matrices and imply zt = Sxxt+Suut, where n is the dimension of xt and k is the dimension of ut. The latter problemyields the same decision function as that of Eq. (B:1) (where Q = S0xMSx, R = S0uMSu,and W = S0xMSu). 57



In the nonlinear case, however, the derivatives are slightly more complicated. To derive@Ao@� , we need to calculate derivatives of the coe�cient matrices of the objective function.For this, we need the derivative of M with respect to �:@M@� = e�@r(�z; �)@� � @2r(�z; �)@�z@� 0�z + 12 �z0�r�z @2r(�z; �)@�z2 @�z@��(:) �z+ 12 �z0 @3r(�z; �)@�z2@� �z�e0 + 12�e@2r(�z; �)@�z@� 0 + @2r(�z; �)@�z@� e0� e�z0�r�z @2r(�z; �)@�z2 @�z@��(:)� �r�z @2r(�z; �)@�z2 @�z@��(:) �ze0� e�z0@3r(�z; �)@�z2@� � @3r(�z; �)@�z2@� �ze0 + @3r(�z; �)@�z2@�+ �r�z @2r(�z; �)@�z2 @�z@��(:)�; (B:14)where rzA(z) = [ @@z1A(z); : : : ; @@znA(z)] for A(z) which is n�n and b(:) is an n�n matrixcreated from a vector of length n2 by stacking the �rst n elements of b into column 1, thenext n elements of b into column 2, etc. As this formula indicates, the modeler must provide�rst, second, and third-order derivatives of the return function. The derivatives of Q, R,and W follow immediately from @M@� , e.g., @Q@� = S0x @M@� Sx. The remaining derivations arethe same as in the linear-quadratic case.B.3. A Linear-Quadratic Economy with DistortionsThe optimization problem that we start with is given bymaxf�utg E0 1Xt=0 �t� � �yt�zt �0 � �Qy �Qz�Q0z �Q22 � � �yt�zt �+ �u0t �R�ut + 2 � �yt�zt �0 � �Wy�Wz � �ut	; (B:15)subject to �yt+1 = �Ay�yt + �Az�zt + �By�ut + C �wt+1:Equilibrium conditions are imposed in the form of a set of linear equations�zt = ���yt + �	�ut:In the notation of this subsection (which di�ers from that used in section 7 in the text), �ytdenotes the endogenous state variables a�ected by the representative agent, and �zt denotesvariables that the agent takes as beyond its control. To ease notation, we convert theproblem to one without cross-products or discounting. Letyt = �t=2�ytzt = �t=2�ztut = �t=2�utwt = �t=2 �wtR = �RQy = �Qy � �Wy �R�1 �W 0yQz = �Qz � �Wy �R�1 �W 0zQ22 = �Q22 � �Wz �R�1 �W 0z58



Ay =p�( �Ay � �By �R�1 �W 0y)Az =p�( �Az � �By �R�1 �W 0z)By =p� �By� = (I + �	 �R�1 �W 0z)�1( ��� �	 �R�1 �W 0y)	 = (I + �	 �R�1 �W 0z)�1 �	: (B:16)With these de�nitions, we can restate the optimization problem as followsmaxfutg 1Xt=0 � � ytzt �0 �Qy QzQ0z Q22 �� ytzt �0 + u0tRut	; (B:17)subject to yt+1 = Ayyt +Azzt +Byut:Let Â = Ay + Az�, Q̂ = Qy + Qz�, B̂ = By + Az	, and ~A = Ay � ByR�1	0Q0z. Thedecision function in this case is given byF = �R+B0yPB̂��1B0yPÂ; (B:18)where P satis�es P = Q̂+ ~A0PÂ� ~A0PB̂(R +B0yPB̂)�1B0yPÂ: (B:19)The decision function for the original problem is given by�F = ( �R+ �W 0z �	)�1( �RF + �W 0y + �W 0z ��); (B:20)and the equilibrium law of motion for �yt is�yt+1 = Ao�yt; Ao = �Ay + �Az ��� �Az �	 �F � �By �F = �� 12 (Â� B̂F ): (B:21)Therefore, the derivative of Ao with respect to a parameter � is given by@Ao@� = �� 12 (@Â@� � @B̂@� F � B̂ @F@� ): (B:22)To calculate @Ao@� requires several steps. First, we need the derivatives of Â, B̂, and F withrespect to �:@Â@� = @Ay@� + @Az@� �+Az @�@� (B:23)@B̂@� = @By@� + @Az@� 	+Az @	@� (B:24)@F@� = ��R+B0yPBy +B0yPAz	��1�@R@� + @By@� 0PBy+B0y @P@� By +B0yP @By@� + @By@� 0PAz	+B0y @P@� Az	+B0yP @Az@� 	+B0yPAz @	@� �F+ �R+B0yPBy +B0yPAz	��1�@By@� 0PAy +B0y @P@� Ay +B0yP @Ay@�+ @By@� 0PAz�+B0y @P@� Az�+B0yP @Az@� �+B0yPAz @�@� �= �R+B0yPB̂��1��@R@� F + @By@� 0P (Â� B̂F )+B0y @P@� (Â� B̂F ) +B0yP (@Ay@� � @By@� F )+B0yP @Az@� (��	F ) +B0yPAz(@�@� � @	@� F )�: (B:25)59



Note that these derivatives are functions of of @R@� , @By@� , @Ay@� , @Az@� , @�@� , @	@� , and @P@� . Thederivative of R is given since R = �R. The derivatives for By, Ay, Az, �, and 	 follow fromtheir de�nitions above, e.g.,@By@� =p� @ �By@� ; (B:26)@Ay@� =p�(@ �Ay@� � @ �By@� �R�1 �W 0y + �By �R�1 @ �R@� �R�1 �W 0y � �By �R�1 @ �Wy@� 0); (B:27)@Az@� =p�(@ �Az@� � @ �By@� �R�1 �W 0z + �By �R�1 @ �R@� �R�1 �W 0z � �By �R�1 @ �Wz@� 0); (B:28)@�@� = �(I + �	 �R�1 �W 0z)�1�@ �	@� �R�1 �W 0z�� �	 �R�1@ �R@� �R�1 �W 0z�+ �	 �R�1 @ �Wz@� 0�� @ ��@� + @ �	@� �R�1 �W 0z � �	 �R�1@ �R@� �R�1 �W 0z+ �	 �R�1 @ �Wz@� 0�; (B:29)@	@� = �(I + �	 �R�1 �W 0z)�1�@ �	@� �R�1 �W 0z	� �	 �R�1@ �R@� �R�1 �W 0z	+ �	 �R�1 @ �Wz@� 0	� @ �	@� �: (B:30)The derivative for P is given by@P@� =p� ~A0o @P@� Ao + @Q̂@� +p��@ ~A@� 0 � ~F 0 @By@� �PAo+ ~A0oP �@Â@� � @B̂@� F �+ ~F 0 @R@� F; (B:31)where ~F = (R+B0yPB̂)�1B̂P 0 ~A, ~Ao = ~A�By ~F , and@Q̂@� = @Qy@� + @Qz@� �+Qz @�@� (B:32)@ ~A@� = @Ay@� � @By@� R�1	0Q0z +ByR�1 @R@� R�1	0Q0z�ByR�1 @	@� 0Q0z �ByR�1	0 @Qz@� 0: (B:33)The last two derivatives needed are @Qy@� and @Qz@� :@Qy@� = @ �Qy@� � @ �Wy@� �R�1 �W 0y + �Wy �R�1 @ �R@� �R�1 �W 0y � �Wy �R�1@ �Wy@� 0; (B:34)@Qz@� = @ �Qz@� � @ �Wy@� �R�1 �W 0z + �Wy �R�1 @ �R@� �R�1 �W 0z � �Wy �R�1@ �Wz@� 0: (B:35)We now have everything that we need to compute the derivatives of the matrices in thedecision rule and the law of motion for the state vector. To avoid iterating on Eq. (B:31)for @P@� , we instead take the gradient, e.g.,r�P = (I �p�A0o 
 ~A0o)�1�r�Q̂+ (I 
 ~A0oP 0)r�Â+p�(A0oP 0 
 I)r� ~A0 � (F 0 
 ~A0oP 0)r�B̂�p�(A0oP 0 
 ~F 0)r�B0y + (F 0 
 ~F 0)r�R: (B:36)60



Thus the gradient of F is given byr�F = (I 
RB0yP )r�Ay + �(��	F 0)
RB0yP �r�Az� (F 0 
RB0yP )r�By +p�(A0oP 0 
R)r�B0y+p�(A0o 
RB0y)r�P � (F 0 
R0)r�R+ (I 
RB0yPAz)r��� (F 0 
RB0yPAz)r�	; (B:37)where R = (R+B0yPB̂)�1. In terms of the computer code, we start with Eqs. (B:26)-(B:30)and Eqs. (B:34)-(B:35), which relate the derivatives of the original problem to those of theproblem without discounting or cross-product terms. To compute the gradients of theseobjects in terms of our inputs, we use the fact that vec(ABC) = (C 0 
 A)vec(B) for anymatrices A, B, and C with the appropriate dimensions such that ABC exists. We nextcompute the derivatives for Â, B̂, Q̂, and ~A which appear in Eqs. (B:23), (B:24), (B:32),and (B:33). Finally, we compute r�P in Eq. (B:36), r�F in Eq. (B:37), andr�Ao = �� 12 (r�Â� (F 0 
 I)r�B̂ � (I 
 B̂)r�F ):
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